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ABSTRACT
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The purpose of this research to analyze how turn taking mechanisms occured in the talkshow between Anderson Cooper with Donal Trump and members of his family. In this case, the aims of the research: (1) to identify turn taking in the conversation that occurs on selected transcript video talkshow. (2) To know which is the ‘dominant mechanism’ happened in their conversation. (3) To know the dominant mechanism make their conversation in pragmatic meaning are successful or not. The methods of this research use qualitative method. The research will be analyzed in analytical description. The collected turn taking mechanism is picked up randomly then be classified based on the same kind. Turn taking mechanism in their conversation analyzed by using Jacobs L Mey’s theory. The result of this research shows that there are twenty eight data collected from random sampling, the collected data resulted on three kind of turn taking mechanisms. There are three kind of turn taking mechanisms: taking the floor, holding the floor and yielding the floor.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background Of The Study

As we know a language is a tool or instrument for us to get conversation. According to Wardhaugh (2005: 24) said when two or more people communicate with each other in speech, we can call the system of communication that they employ ‘a code'. In most cases that code will be something, we may want to call a language. Language is foremost a means of communication, and communication almost always takes place within some sort of social context. This is why effective communication requires an understanding and recognition of the connections between a language and the people who use it. Social context is a major factor that drives people language choices (Amberg and Vause, 2010: 2).

Conversation is one of the most prevalent uses of human language in their social life. All human beings engage in conversational interaction and human society depends on the conversation in order to function. Conversation is the way in which people socialize, develop, and sustain their relationship with each other using language. When people get the conversation they engage in a form of linguistic communication, and there is much more going on in a conversation than just the using of linguistic code. Conversation is important to understand how it is the people engage in this everyday activity as a structured social event (Liddicoat 1998: 1).
There are two points of views in using a language for conversations: The first is a content; then our attention will focus on what the conversation is about, on the topics discussed, and how they are brought into the conversation or what kind of topics lead to other topics and why; and so on. A further point to be considered in this function of conversation is creating an ‘ambience’. The second is a context in which conversations are able to pursue their (overt or hidden) goals; this often the function of the kind of conversation called ‘small talk' or chit-chat'. Alternatively one can focus on the formal aspects of conversation: how conversationalist works, what rules are observed, how ‘sequencing' is achieved. (gaining and giving up the ‘floor', ‘turn taking', ‘pausing', ‘interrupting', and so on) these aspects are often structured in speech act-theoretical framework: pairs such as greetings and return greetings, question and answers, summonses, and so on are seen as conversationally coherent on account for underlying speech act. Those are formal aspects of using language in conversation (Mey 2001: 137).

Look at how the following excerpt brings together Bruno and Daniel. They have finished their core courses, courses which all students did and move on to options (second language a question). They are in different classes and have not seen each other as much as before.

(I)   Bruno: *You do, you do language planning don’t you?*

Daniel: *Yeah. I've stopped doing that though. I did stop doing that last week, SLA?*

Bruno: *I'm not doing that*

Daniel: *Ah. We haven't got many things*

Bruno: *Wow. We’ve parted ways.*
Daniel: That's right. That's right. Yes (2)
Bruno: Well have to go out sometime
Daniel: Yeah.
Bruno: Before we forget each other's face. // (heh heh) It's true.
Daniel: // (heh he he)

Bruno and Daniel are not just speaking but they are talking to each other. Each speaker is affected by what the previous speaker says. Thus, Bruno asked a question, "you do language have planning don't you?" and Daniel gave him an answer "Yeah, I've stopped doing that thought". Daniel said to Bruno "we haven't got many things in common then", and Bruno agrees with him: "We've parted ways". Bruno suggested that they have to go out sometime and Daniel takes him up on it with "yeah". Conversation tends to occur in string related and combined utterances. In this unit, conversation analysis (CA) approaches to looking the structure of discourse. CA is studying the way that speakers say dictates the type of answer expected, and that speakers take the turn when their interact (Cutting 2002: 23).

Conversation analysis (CA) is an approach to the study of talk interaction. (Liddicoat 1998: 6). Conversation analysis study focused on aspects of social awareness which have an impact on what gets communicated by what is said during an interaction. The term ‘interaction’ could actually apply to the very large number of quite different social encounters. The structure of the talk, the basic pattern, the basic pattern of if ‘I speak – you speak – I speak – you speak’, will derive from that fundamental kind of interaction we acquire first and most often.
This is the structure of conversation. Conversation structure is what has been assuming as familiar throughout his discussion. It is time to look more closely at that structure as a crucial aspect of pragmatic (Yule 1996: 71).

This research investigated the transcript of video talk show or conversation between Anderson Cooper with Donald Trump and members of his family from CNN Program. Donald Trump, long before he was a contender for the US presidency, he was America's most famous and colorful billionaire. Donald Trump has unique speaking style by linguists. Trump's style of speaking has its roots in oral culture. He rallies people through impassioned and targeted conversation even if it doesn't always follow a clear arc and Trump's speeches are incomprehensible to some- and make sense perfect to the other (Golsan"Trumps-speaking-style-press-conference-linguists-explain"2016: 3). Particularly this research focused on aspects of the turn taking mechanism which was happened on their talk show, how they managed their interaction and organized the structure and content of what they want to say. This research investigated the transcript of video talk show, therefore, it used discourse analysis research with approaches to pragmatic which focused on turn taking mechanism. Theory of this research is Jacob L Mey's theory.

The amount of talk in particular social action is related to the pragmatic indicator of the relative distance between the participants. Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by the speaker (or writer) and interpreted by the listener (or reader). It has consequently, more to do with the analysis of what people mean by their utterances than what the words in those
utterances might mean by themselves (Yule 1996:3). Pragmatics and discourse analysis are approaches to studying language's relation to the contextual background features. They have much in common: they both study the meaning of the word in context, text, and concerned in function (Cutting 2002: 4).

The term of ‘Discourse analysis' used with a wide range of meaning which covers a wide range of activities. Within studying of discourse, the pragmatic is more specialized. It tends to focus specifically on aspects of what is unsaid or unwritten (yet communicated) within discourse being analyzed. In order to do the pragmatics of discourse, we have to go beyond the primary social concern of interaction and conversation analysis and pay much more attention to the psychological concept such as the background of knowledge, beliefs, and expectations. In the pragmatics of discourse, we inevitably explore what the speaker or writer has in mind (Yule 1996: 84).

A. Focus Of The Study

Based on the background of the study, in order to get a specific explanation and avoid the large explanation. This research is limited to interaction in the conversation which can impact on what gets communicated during an interaction and the methods of participants. The turn taking mechanism happened in conversation by discourse analysis in transcription of video talk show. Turn taking analysis of Donald Trump's family with Anderson Cooper on April 12, 2016.
B. Research Questions

The research question that the writer tries to answer based on the background of the study, are:

1. How the turn taking mechanism happened in the talk show between Anderson Cooper with Donal Trump and members of his family?
2. Which dominant mechanisms in their conversations were founded?
3. Does the dominant mechanism make their conversation in pragmatic meaning are successful?

C. Significance Of The Study

In theoretical significance, this research is expected that the result of this research could enrich the knowledge in pragmatics analysis in term of turn taking mechanism. The practical significance of this research, the readers and researchers know about aspect of conversation in dialogue and this research is expected to provide reference and evidence for guiding a further research which is related to pragmatic analysis especially in term of turn taking mechanism.

D. Objectives Of The Research

Based on the research question above, here are the objectives of the research as follows:

1. To identify turn taking mechanism in the conversation that occurs on selected transcript video talk show.
2. To know which is the ‘dominant mechanism’ happened in the conversation between Anderson Cooper with Donal Trump and members of his family.
3. To know the dominant mechanism make their conversation in pragmatic meaning are successful or not.

E. Research Methodology

1. Method Of Research

Cultural or humanities study tend to use qualitative research methods to describe and interpret the phenomenon in order to get meaning of it. In general, qualitative research is not using any statistical procedures in serving the data (Subroto 1992: 4-6). That's why this research used qualitative research methods. This research is described after data collecting of transcript talk show and to be analyzed through pragmatics theory especially in conversation analysis.

2. Data Collecting and Processing Technique

This research used the bibliographical technique (Teknik Pustaka) as techniques of data collecting to analyze the data. The bibliographical technique is using written sources to get the data (Subroto 1992:42). There are four steps in collecting the data:

1. Downloading the transcript video between Anderson Cooper with Donald Trump and members of his family.

2. Collecting the data which is related to Jacob L Mey's theory, focused on turn taking mechanism.

3. Tabulating the data by classifying it based on the Jacob L Mey's theory which are taking the floor (starting up, interruption, overlap), holding the floor and yielding the floor.
4. Choosing randomly and selecting the data as a sample of data that would be analyzed, and reducing several data which is not necessary.

3. Data Analysis Technique

This research used qualitative data analysis technique based on Jacob L May's theory. Interpreting and explaining qualitative data are the process of attaching meaning to the data. After the data has been interpreted and explained the next step is concluding. Concluding the data is the outcome or the results of the research. It means by interpreting and concluding the data that has been collected, the writer does the process of analysis (Wasito 1993: 22).

4. The Instruments Of The Research

The instrument is the writer himself by using data card. Data card as a tool which is used to relevant data with sources at the end of the line (Subrato: 43). After collecting data, data is putting in data card, choosing some of the data findings and analyzing one by one that occurred on the transcript of video talk show between Anderson Cooper with Donal Trump and members of his family.

5. Unit Of Analysis

Unit of analysis which is used in this research is the transcript of video talk show between Anderson Cooper with Donald Trump and members of his family.
Chapter II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Previous Research

There are some previous researches and related to this research. The first is entitled “Analysis of Conversational Structure In The Toy Story 3 Animation Movie Script”. This thesis was written by Sheli Rosalina 2012, from the Department of English Education the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, University of Murti Kudus. The objective of the research is to describe the conversational structure of the script in the Toy Story 3 animation movie. The results of Sheli’s research are: describe the allocation of turn taking in the script and describe the adjacency pairs appeared in the dialogue of the script (Rosalina, 2012). The differences between this research and Sели Rosaliana’s research are on the theory, corpus, and objects which are analyzed.

The second is the research entitled “Conversational Analysis Of Interview Between Porah Winfrey and Mark Zuckerberg”. This thesis was written by Putra Gigih Pamungkas from Dian Nuswantoro University, Semarang. He has one objective research that is to find out what type of conversation aspects found in the conversation. The thesis focuses the research on 4 aspects of conversation those are adjacency pairs, topic management, preference organization, and turn-taking (Pamungkas, 2012). In another case, this research different from Putra
Gigih Pamungkas’s research. This research focuses on turn taking mechanism and analysis is deeper than Putra Gigih Pamungkas’s research.

The third is entitled “the turn-taking system in todays dialogue broadcast on Metro TV”. This thesis was written by Indri Manisha from Faculties of Humanities, Diponegoro University. This research focused to explain the types of the turn – taking system which is used in Today’s Dialogue and to explain kinds of strategy of turn – taking used by the interviewer to manage her turn in Today’s Dialogue. She described the types of the turn – taking system that occurred in Today’s Dialogue and kinds of strategy used by the interviewer to manage her turn in the program, such as addressing question, overlapping, interrupting, doing backchannel, and making adjacency pairs (Manisha, 2011). The different of this research and Indri Manisha’s research are the theory, corpus, and object which are analyzed.

The last previous research is journal, this journal was written by Aki Iimoro (2006) from University of Hawai’i entitled “Conversation Analysis of Email Request by Second Language Speakers.” The current study investigated of request in email messages by Japanese second language (L2) speakers of English. This journal research focused on sequential organization of request in interaction (Iimoro, 2006). The different of this research and Aki iimoro’s research are the methods, theory, corpus and boject which are analyzed. This research focused on turn taking mechanism on transcript video talkshow between Trumps families and Anderson Cooper as interviewer.
B. Concept

1. Pragmatics

Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by speaker (or writer) and interpreted by listener (or reader). Four areas that pragmatics is concerned with consist of: definition pragmatics below, those are:

1. *Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning.* Its mean it has consequently, more to do with the analysis of what people mean by their utterances than what the words in those utterances might mean by themselves.

2. *Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning.* Type of study necessarily involves the interpretation of what people mean in particular context and how the context influences that what is said.

3. *Pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than is said.* How the listener can make inferences about what is said in order to arrive at an interpretation of speaker’s intended meaning. This type of study explores how great deal of what is unsaid is recognized as part of what is communicated.

4. *Pragmatics is the study.* in the assumption of how close or distant the listener is, speakers determine how much needs to be.

The amount of talk employed to accomplish a particular social action in conversation is a pragmatic indicator of the relative distance between the participants. As the first areas that pragmatics concerned; Pragmatics is
2. Discourse analysis

“Discourse” means what people say or write. Scholars might want to look into what people say or write for many reasons: and their particular reason will pay a large part in deciding just what sort of saying and writing they choose to study, and what methods they use to do (Antaki 2008 : 2).

Discourse analysis covers an extremely wide range of activities, from the narrowly focused investigation of how words such as ‘oh’ or ‘well’ are used in casual talk, to the study of dominant ideology culture as represented, for example, in its educational or politics practices. When its restricted to linguistic issues, discourse analysis focuses on the record (spoken or written) of the process by which language is used in some context to express intention ( Yule 1996 : 83).

Four core features of discourse analysis are recognisable as discourse analysis. Those are:

1. The talk or text is to be naturally found ( in the sense of not invented, as might be in psycholinguistics, pragmatics or linguistic philosophy;
some analysis admit interview data into this natural category, while others do not).

2. The words are to be understood in their co-text at least, and their more distant context if doing so can be defended.

3. The words analyst to be sensitive to the words ‘non-literal meaning or force.

4. The analyst is to reveal the social actions and consequences achieved by the words’ use such as conversation or talk interaction (Antaki 2008:5).

Discourse analysis and pragmatics are approaches to studying language’s relation to the contextual back-ground features, they have much in common: they both study meaning of word in context, text, and concerned in function.

First, context. Both pragmatics and discourse analysis study the meaning of words in context, analysing the parts of meaning that can be explained by knowledge of the psycal and social words, both approaches focus on the meaning of words in interaction and how interactors communicate more information than the words use. The second, features they have in common is that they look both at discourse, or the use language, and text, or peices of spoken or written discourse, conce1traning on how streaches of language become meaningful and unified for their users. Finally, pragmatics and discourse have in common the fact that they theory of function: the speaker short term in speaking, and long-term goal in interacting verbally. (Cutting 2002 : 2).
Within the study of discourse, the pragmatic is more specialized. It tends to focus specifically on aspects of what is unsaid or unwritten (yet communicated) within discourse being analyzed. In order to do the pragmatics of discourse, we have to go beyond the primarily social concern of interaction and conversation analysis, and pay much more attention to psycholigal concept such as background knowledge, beliefs, and expectations. In the pragmatics of discourse, we inevitably explore what the speaker or writer has in mind (Yule 1996 : 84).

3. Conversation analysis

Conversation analysis (CA) is an approach to the study of talk interaction. Is in some ways a misnomer for the approach, as the focus of conversation analysis is actually much larger than conversation as it usually understood (Liddicoat 1998 : 6). Conversation analysis study focused on aspects of social awareness which have can impact on what gets communicated by what is said during an interaction. The term ‘interaction’ could actually apply to very large number of quite different social encounters, the structure of the talk, the basic pattern, the basic pattern of if ‘I speak – you speak – i speak – you speak’, will derive from that fundamental kind of interaction we acquire first and most often. This is structure of conversation. Conversation structure is what have been assuming as familiar throughout much preceding is discussion. It is time to look more closely at that structure as a crucial aspects of pragmatic (Yule 1996 : 71).
Conversation analysis, the study of talk interaction, represent a methodological approach to the study of mundane social action that has achieved these desired result. It has developed rigorous, systematic procedures for studying social interaction. Conversation analysis studies the order/organization/orderlines/ of social action, particularly those social action that are located in every-day interaction, in discursive practices, in the saying/tellings/doings of member of society (patshas 1995 : ).

The basic assumption of conversation analysis are:

a. *Order is a produced orderline*. That is order does not occur of its own accord nor does it pre-exist in the interaction, but is rather the result of the coordinated practices of the participant who achieve and interact.

b. *Order is produced, situated and occasioned*. That is, order is produced by the participants themselves for the conversations in which it occurs. The participant themselves orient to the order being produced and their behaviour reflect and indexes that order. This mean that in analysing conversation as an academic activity.

c. *Order is repeatable and recurrent*. The patterns of orderlines found in conversation are repeated, not only in the talk of an individual speaker, but accross the groups of speaker. The achieved order is therefor the result of shared understanding of the methods by which order is achievable.

These three formulation make it clear that conversation analysis assumes that there is overwolming order in conversation (Anthony 2007 :5).
4. Turn Taking

Conversation is cooperative activity also in the sense that in involves two or more parties, each of whom must be allowed the opportunity to participate. Consequently, there must be some principle which govern who get to speak, principles of turn taking. Turn taking in conversation is much more complex than it might appear because we engage it so easily and skillfully (Wardah 1997: 289).

Conversation between two people or more also is like a dance. Involving lots of alternating movement without any crhases. However, the most widely used analytic approach is based, not on dancing, but on analogy with the workings of market economy. In this market, there is scarce commodity called the floor which can be defined as the right to speak. Having control of this scarce commodity at any times called turn. In any situation where control is not fixed in advance, and anyone can attempt to get control as called turn-taking. Because its a form of a social actions, turn taking operates in accordance with local management system that is conventionally known by members of social group. Local management system is essentially a set of conversation for getting turns, keeping them, or giving them away. This system is needed most of those points where there is a possible change in which has turn which is called a Transition Relevance Place (TRP). Within any social group, there will be features of talk typically associated with TRP (Yule 1996:72).
There are different expectations of conversational style and different strategies of participant as in conversation. Some of these strategies seem to be source of what is sometimes described by participant as “rudness” (if one speaker cuts in one another speaker) or shyness (if one speaker keep waiting for an opportunity to take a turn and none seems to occur). The participants characterized as “rude” or “shy” in the way may simply be adhering to slightly of turn taking. One strategy which may be overused by “long winded” speakers or those who are used “holding the floor” is designed to avoid normal completion points occur (Yule 1996 : 146).

One of the most noticeable features of conversation is that speakers change. In fact, most cases, only one persons speaks at time and transition from speaker occurs fluidly with gaps and little overlap. Moments in which one speaker speak at time can be considered as a default setting. Gaps and overlap, however, are likely to be interpreted by participant as indicating that something additional happening (Liddicoat 1998 : 51).

In the study of turn-taking organization, the major concern of Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) was how to account for the complex system by which parties engaged in talk manage to take turns at speaking. They had noted that speakers speak mainly one at a time, that speaker change occurs quite smoothly, that overlapped speech is brief, and that transitions occur from one turn to the next with very little gap and no overlapped speech. The system of turn-taking they described was one that applied to conversational interaction in general and seemed to be independent of the content or topics
talked about, the size of turns, the length of the conversation, and even the number of parties in the conversation. The talk studied could be continuous or discontinuous; that is, the speakers could lapse into silences and resume speaking again, or could be in continuous talk (Psathas 1994 : 35).

5. Turn Allocation Component

The turn allocation component or procedures for conversation are distributed into two groups: (a) those in which the current speaker selects the next speaker, and (b) those in which the next speaker is self selected (Woffit 2005 : 27-28).

The system of turn taking seemed to be organized by a few basic rules, those are:

Rule 1 (a) if the speaker has identified, or selected, a particular next speaker, then that speaker should take a turn at that place.

From transcript video:

(1) Cooper: Good evening and welcome. It's a big night. A town hall night here again. John Kasich and his family last night. Right now, Donald Trump and members of his family. The Republican front-runner answering to New York voters exactly one week before the primary.

D:Trump: This is home. It's great to be home.

In this case, Cooper identified that he was with Donal Trump and members of his family.

Rule 2 (b) if no such selection has been made, then any next speaker may (but need not) self select at the point. If self-selection occurs, then the first speaker has the right to the turn.

(From sack et al, 1974 : 707)
(2) Lil: *bertha’s lost on our scale, about fourteen pounds*
D: *Oh::no::*
Jean: *Twelve pounds I think wasn’t it?*

Here Lil’s announcement is not directed to a specific recipient, and thus two people select themselves as next speakers at the transition relevance place at the ends of ‘pounds’.

Rule 1 (c) if no next speaker has been selected, then the alternatively the current speaker may, but need not, continue talking with another turn construction unit, unless another speaker has no self-selected, in which case that speaker gains the right to the turn.

(From: Sacks et al., 1974: 704)

(3) Ava: *he, he’s Jo were like on the outs, do you know?*
Ava: *So uh*
Bee: *They always are*

Here, after Ava’s observation, no next speaker has self-selected up to nearly a second into the transition relevance place. Then Ava attempt to continue her turn (so indicating that what follows is somehow connected to prior turn), at the same time that Bee self-selects. Ava then abandon her turns.

Rule 2: whichever option has operated, then rules 1 (a)-(c) come into play again for the next transition relevance place (TRP)

The rules were ordered such that techniques of turn allocation were themselves ordered; that is, same peaker select next speaker has priority over next speaker’s self selection. Futhemore, the “first starter has rights,” provided for in rule 1b, orders the possibilities to favor the first speaker over any others and reduces the possiblity of many parties self-selecting, which
would produce multiple, simultaneous speakers. Because it is possible for a current speaker to select a next speaker at any time during their speaking, even at the very end of an utterance when they may name a next speaker, the system minimizes the possibility that speakers will self-select until the first relevant transition place is reached. If current speaker continues to speak, thus recycling the rules, self selection would occur only at the next turns relevance transition-relevance places (Psathas 1995 : 37-38).

The discussion of principle above reflect that is designed to account the smooth turn transition which have can be found in conversation. Jacob L Mey (2001 : 134) explained that turn taking consist of a set of rules which encated to trough of the signals, those indacate in the turn taking mechanism. Turn taking mechanism by Jacob L Mey’s theory.

6. Turn Taking Mechanism

In the framework of conversation analysis (CA) the various mechanism determining people’s use language in an extended. There are three basic strategies of the turn taking system: taking the floor, holding the floor, and yielding the floor (Mey 2003 : 134).

a. Taking the floor

When conversation occurs, it means that the participant of conversation have initative to begin speak or bring the topic to be discussed in the conversation. The response from the listener to give comment or to answer the current speaker’s question are called taking the
floor which has been done by the listener. Taking the floor is when the participant take a turn to speak. Taking the floor consist into three areas:

a. *Strating up* or begining the conversation. It can be done by pauses, hesitant start, and clean start. Such as the following example (4) below from the transcript video:

(4) COOPER : *... SiriusXM satellite radio channel 116 and the Westwood One Radio Network, welcome to all of you. We are here with Donald Trump, his wife, Melania, daughters Ivanka and Tiffany, and sons, Eric and Donald, Jr., will be joining us shortly. In the audience tonight, Republicans all from New York. They came up with the questions they'll ask tonight. We reviewed them just to make sure they don't overlap. I'm going to ask the candidate a few questions myself, as well. But as always, this is really a chance for voters to hear at length from the candidates and for the first time from the people closest to them. Before we bring out the family, I want to start with Donald Trump. Thanks very much for being with us.*

D. TRUMP : *Thank you.*

Before Cooper started the conversation he took pauses (…) and continued by taking the turn and speaks “welcome to all of you”. Cooper than gave an information that he was with D.Trump and members of his family. Cooper started the talkshow with information about Trump’s family; his wife, Melania, daughters Ivanka and Tiffany, and sons, Eric and Donald Jr that will join them shortly.

After Cooper completed his words and opinion, Trump gave a simple answer “Thank you” in the begining of the conversation.

b. *Taking the over* means take a turn to speak. Usually by using conjunction.
c. *Interruption* ; when speaker do not want to wait until the TRP. Next speaker cannot be sure that current speaker’s turn is complete, but they will usually take the end of sentence to indicate that the turn is possibly complete. In the following example adapted from Gumperz (1982 : 175) the moment when the interruption begins indicated with a // :

(5) B : yes, tell, me what it // is you want
   A : // umm. Um, may I first of all request the introduction please .

“B” want to know something about “A”. Before he complete his speaking, “A” didn’t wait until the TRP. He/she takes the turn and immediately speaks.

d. *Overlaps* ; both speaker trying to speak at the same time. In the following example (6):

(6) Interviewer : But not no more, Yeah =
Interviewer predict that the turn is about to completed and he/she comes in before it is and takes the turn, between them trying to speak at the same time ( Cutting 2002 : 29 ).

b. **Holding the floor**

Holding the floor means to carry on talking or speaking when the conversation works. The participant who hold the floor has right to bring the conversation as well as he/she wants. holding the floor is designed to avoid normal completion points occur.
Let’s take a look at the example below:

(7) COOPER : Maybe he's not actually capable of changing.

D. TRUMP : Oh, I'm very capable of doing it. It's easy to do it. I mean, it's easier to do it than the way I behave right now. But you have to.

COOPER : So why not?

D. TRUMP : Because I have two more people I have to take out. (LAUGHTER)

And when I take them out, I will be so presidential you won't believe it. And then, of course, I'll start on Hillary, and then I'll be a little bit less presidential. But assuming I win, I will be very, very -- the country will be very proud of me and we will make America great again. You know, my whole thing is "make America great again".

Based on people opinion about Donald Trump, Cooper assuming that Donald Trumps maybe not capable of changing his tone rapidly but Trump didn’t agree and gave his reasons. Cooper asked another question: “so why not?” and Trump Explained another reasons because he has two more people that he has to take out and audiences laugh about his explain. D. Trump tried to hold his floor by saying another words or continued his explanation that he will win from Hillary, America will proud of him, and gave his motto or slogan “make America great again. The participant who hold the floor is D. Trump. he has right to bring conversation as well as he wants and continue his conversation even though audiences laughed at him.
c. Yielding the floor

Yielding the floor means give a turn to the next speaker. To yield someone, the person who get the turn to speak can use a question and a statement. In the following example (8) between Cooper and D.Trump:

(8) COOPER : Yeah, but is a business organization the same as a political organization?

D. TRUMP : Well, a lot of similarities. In this case, I've won most of it. I mean, you know, you can say about, what about organization? Well, how come I'm leading by hundreds of delegates? How come I'm leading by millions of votes?

Cooper gave the floor by asking question to Trump. He asked about D.Trump’s business organization. And Trump said that he was succeeded most of it and continued by giving an example of the similarities between business and political organization to Cooper with some questions: “what about organization? Well, how come I'm leading by hundreds of delegates? How come I'm leading by millions of votes?”. In this case, D.Trump yielded the floor by giving some questions.
Chapter III

THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

A. Data Description

In this chapter, the compiled data and selected data will be analyzed. This research is using qualitative case study and data collecting technique is using bibliography technique. Bibliography technique uses written sources to get the data.

Data have been collected and identified by some steps which are mentioned in the previous chapter. There are 34 data have been collected. Then, compiled in the table as below.

Table 1: The Types of Turn Taking Mechanism of Transcript Video Talkshow Anderson Cooper and Donal Trumps Family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Types of Turn Taking Mechanism</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Taking the floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Starting up</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Interruption</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Overlapizing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Holding the floor</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yielding the floor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The total of the data have been choosen 34; (1) Taking the floor is the dominant mechanism founded in their conversation and there are 17 data of taking, Consist on 3 part: Firstly, Starting Up 4 data. Secondly, Interruption 13 data. Thirdly, Overlaps 2 data. (2) Holding the floor 8 data’s were founded in their conversation. (3) Yielding the floor 7 data. After collecting the data from transcript video talk show is placing or input to the data card, finally 28 data have been choosen and would be processing or analyzing in this chapter.

Table II : The Result of Simple Random Sampling on Research Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Types of Turn Taking Mechanism</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Taking the floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Starting up</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Interruption</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Overlapping</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Holding the floor</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yielding the floor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Data analysis

In this chapter, this research uses the data from transcript conversation between host and guest in the talk show which entitled “Donald Trump’s Family Town Hall with CNN’S Anderson Cooper”. Donald Trump, along with his wife, Melania, and four adult children, sat down Tuesday night with CNN’s Anderson Cooper for an hour-long town hall in New York City. The presidential forum took
place just a week before the state’s crucial primary on April 12, the full transcript of the event, provided by CNN (Michele: 2016).

There are three steps for the analysis: The first step is observing the context which supported the analysis. The second is identifying the mechanism of turn taking in the dialogue of talk show. The third is giving the symbol in the sentence that contains mechanism of turn taking in conversation.

Table III: Transcription Conventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcription Element</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↑ word</td>
<td>Upward arrow shows upward intonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓ word</td>
<td>Downward arrows show downward intonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//</td>
<td>Interruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>Overlaps, case of simultaneous talk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.)</td>
<td>Small pauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>Equal signs ordinarily come in pairs. When there is nearly no gap at all between one utterance and another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:::</td>
<td>Indicates the length of speaking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Discourse analysis and conversation analysis by Antaki 2008 : 10, Loughborough University).

(Participant Code)

Cooper : Anderson Cooper
D.Trump : Donald Trump
M. Trump : Melania Trump
I. Trump : Ivanka Trump
1. Taking The Floor

A. Starting up

- **Datum number 1**

  Cooper: Good evening and welcome. It's a big night. A town hall night here again, John Kasich and his family last night. Right now, Donald Trump and members of his family. The Republican front-runner answering to New York voters exactly one week before the primary.

  Announcer: Tonight, he's on his home turf.

  D. Trump: This is home. It's great to be home.

  Cooper started the conversation with giving ‘welcoming words’ to D.Trump and member of his family. The announcer added more information that D.Trump on his home and directly D.Trump gave the answer: “this is home, it’s great to be home. In this case, Cooper as the host took starting up of the conversation by taking the floor of the first communication between them.

- **Datum number 2**

  Cooper: ... SiriusXM satellite radio channel 116 and the Westwood One Radio Network, welcome to all of you. We are here with Donald Trump, his wife, Melania, daughters Ivanka and Tiffany, and sons, Eric and Donald, Jr., will be joining us shortly. In the audience tonight, Republicans all from New York. They came up with the questions they'll ask tonight. We reviewed them just to make sure they don't overlap. I'm going to ask the candidate a few questions myself, as well. But as always, this is really a chance for voters to hear at length from the
candidates and for the first time from the people closest to them. Before we bring out the family, I want to start with Donald Trump. Thanks very much for being with us.

D. Trump : Thank you.

After the first commercial break, Cooper took long pauses indicated by (...) and he started the conversation by taking the turn. He said to audiences “welcome to all of you” and continued by giving an information that “tonight, he is speaking with D.Trump and members of his family”. Cooper added more information about Trump’s family; his wife, Melania, daughters Ivanka and Tiffany, and sons, Eric and Donald, Jr that will join him shortly. The audience came from all Republicans from New York. Cooper as interviewer gave a reminder to D.Trump’s family that they don’t overlap during the talk show. After Cooper completed his words, D.Trump gave a simple answer “Thank you” in the beginning of their conversation.

- **Datum number 3**

  Cooper : And we are back with Donald Trump. And joining us, his wife, Melania, sons, Donald, Jr. His daughter, Kai, just jumped on the stage, as well. She's 8 years old. Eric is with us. Daughters Tiffany and Ivanka. Welcome. It's great to have the whole family together like this. Thanks so much. Ivanka, I got to start off with you. Congratulations on your baby. How's everything going?

  I Trump : Thank you. Everything is going incredibly well. So Theodore is 2 weeks old as of Sunday.

In this case, Cooper took the floor with starting up the conversation after the second commercial break. He gave the information that D.Trump's wife
Melania, and his family Jr, Eric, daughters Tiffany, and Ivanka have joined the
talk show. Cooper began the question to J. Trump about her baby: “How’s
everything going?” and J. Trump gave the answer: “Thank you. Everything is
going incredibly well. So Theodore is 2 weeks olds as of Sunday”. Cooper as the
host started the talk show after the second commercial break.

- **Datum number 4**

  Cooper : Back now with more questions for Donald Trump, his wife, sons, and daughters. Thanks very much for doing this. One of the questions I asked Governor Kasich and his wife yesterday about his daughters, I want to ask you, Melania, which is, do you monitor your son's social media? It's obviously a question that a lot of parents are concerned about, given, you know, all the things that go on. So do you watch your son's social media presence?

  M. Trump : He has an iPhone. He's not on social media yet. He's 10 years old. I think it's too early to be on social media. He's talking about Instagram.

  After the last commercial break, Cooper started the conversation. He would continue their talk show by starting up the conversation with D. Trump's wife, Melania. He began two questions to Melania: “Which is, do you monitor your son's social media? It's obviously a question that a lot of parents are concerned about, given, you know, all the things that go on. So do you watch your son's social media presence?”. Melania gave the answer that “her son doesn't have an iPhone, he is not on social media because her son is 10 years old. She is aware of her son that's too early for him to know about Instagram and other's social media”. In this case, Cooper as the interviewer took the floor by starting up on their communication after the last commercial break.
B. Interruption

- **Datum number 5**

Cooper: You won the popular vote.

D. Trump: I won the popular vote.

Cooper: And he got the delegates.

D. Trump: And because of all his shenanigans that goes on and this is//

Cooper: //But you call them shenanigans. Those are the rules.

D. Trump: I do, I do.

Cooper told to audiences that D. Trump won the popular vote and he agreed about it. D. Trump tried to explain more why he won the popular vote. He told to Cooper and audiences that he won the popular vote because of all his shenanigans that go on. Before he completed his explanation Cooper took the turn from D. Trump and immediately interrupted “But you call them shenanigans”.

D. Trump said he agrees that he called them shenanigans. In this case, Cooper did not wait his turn before D. Trump completed his words and took the turn by giving an interruption.

- **Datum number 6**

D. Trump: Anderson, they changed the rules a number of months ago. The people in //

Cooper: //About eight months ago.

D. Trump: Well, it's not very long ago.
In this data, D.Trump explained the governors in Colorado. they changed the rules of months ago and continued to talk about them. Cooper gave an interruption to make it sure about that information by saying “about eight months ago”. D.Trump talked: “that was a long time ago”. In this case, Cooper took the turn by giving an interruption in their communication.

- **Datum number 7**

  Cooper : But when you say you like them -- so when you say you like them, were you saying you like them as potential vice presidents or

  D. Trump : //I like them as people. I like them as people. Now, could they be involved in some form in the government? Yeah, absolutely I think they could. I don't necessarily think for a vice president.

  before Cooper finished his words, he gave more information about what D.Trump said D.Trump. Directly D.Trump took the conversation by taking the floor without waiting TRP completed. D.Trump said: “I like them as people. I like them as people. Now, could they be involved in some form in the government? Yeah, absolutely I think they could. I don't necessarily think of a vice president”.

- **Datum number 8**

  Cooper : I just want to read you what Cory Gardner, who's a Republican senator from Colorado, said, because he's really annoyed at what you've been saying. [He said essentially you're/

  D. Trump : //Well, he's a member of the establishment.
Cooper: ... that you're insulting these delegates who ran who are just regular people.

Cooper wanted to know something about Cory Gardner in this part of their conversation. Cooper gave a prolog information about him as a Republican senator from Colorado that Cory Gardner was really annoyed for D. Trump. Cooper continued his conversation and said: “essentially you’re” immediately before Cooper completed his word D.Trump gave an interruption that Cory Gardner was the member of the establishment. Cooper took more pauses and continued his conversation. He told to D.Trump that “you’re insulting these delegates who ran who are just regular people”. In this datum, D. Trump took the turn by giving an interruption before Cooper completed his words or explanations.

- Datum number 11

Cooper: You gave an interview //
D. Trump: // These are people that study it.
Cooper: You gave an interview to USA Today. You talked about, you know, you're looking at possible vice presidential picks. You're obviously not going to give out any names, but you did say you would like -- you name Marco Rubio, you name John Kasich. You even named Scott Walker.

Cooper told to D.Trump that he has an interview today. Before Cooper completed his information and explanation about his interview, D.Trump took the turn by interrupting the conversation from an interviewer. D.Trump interrupted the conversation by saying “these are people study it”. He has the reason that he has an interview with the USA today. After D.Trump interrupted the talk show
Cooper continued his explanation that D.Trump Possible became vice president and gave more names to him for more information. In this case, D.Trump interrupted their conversation by taking the floor before Cooper completed his explanation.

- **Datum number 12**

  Cooper : When did you realize you weren't going to be able to vote in the //

  I.Trump // About a week late.

  Cooper asked to I.Trump when she realized that she was not going to be able to vote. Before Cooper completed his question, I.Trump immediately interrupted and spoke: “about a week late”. In this case, I.Trump did not wait until TRP completed. She took the turn before Cooper completed his question by giving an interruption.

- **Datum number 15**

  Cooper : You were upset when //

  M. Trump // Sometimes I agree with it.

  Cooper : Somebody yelled out something at one of his rallies

  In this case, Cooper gave an opinio to M.Trump that she was upset when somebody yelled out or asked something to her. Before Cooper completed his opinion about her, She interrupted the conversation by taking the floor and said that sometimes she agreed with it. After M.Trump interrupted the communication
between them, Cooper completed his evaluation or opinion about her in that time.

M.Trump as D.Trump’s wife took once interruption in this conversation between Cooper and Trump’s family.

C. Overlaps

- **Datum number 13**

  Cooper : But you =

  D. Trump : = We've won our share.

  Cooper : even more aggressively -- you could have had a better organization on the ground. A lot of the folks who were. . .

  After D.Trump explained about the rules in Colorado and Louisiana, Cooper gave an opinion about that D.Trump became more aggressively in Politics. D.Trump tried to give another opinion but Cooper did not complete yet his explanation. D.Trump offered the more information that their team won their share. D.Trump came in and took the turn in their communication before Cooper completed his words. Finally, between them were trying to speak at the same time.

- **Datum number 14**

  Cooper : You're saying you don't think the RNC wants you to get the nomination?

  D. Trump : No, I don't think so. I really don't. [I mean, I've been dealing with them]

  Cooper : [You think they're actively working against you on the ground]
RNC wanted D.Trump to get the nomination for election in the political party and Cooper asked to him about it. D.Trump answered the question that he did not agree. He continued his explanation about it and said: “I mean, I've been dealing with them”. When D.Trump tried to explain the reason why he did not agree with the RNC Cooper talked and gave more a question at the same time. In this case, between them were trying to speak at the same time which indicated by the symbol of overlaps [ ]. Cooper as host took the turn by overlapping communication.

2. Holding The Floor

- Datum number 19

  Cooper : Yeah, but is a business organization the same as a political organization?

  D. Trump : Well, a lot of similarities. In this case, I've won most of it. I mean, you know, you can say about, what about organization? Well, how come I'm leading by hundreds of delegates? How come I'm leading by millions of votes?

  Remember this: I was supposed to lose South Carolina. I was supposed to lose to Bush New Hampshire. I was supposed to lose the entire South. I won virtually everything in the South. I look at your board, I mean, it's all my color, whatever that color is. I guess it's sort of a semi-purple. Not the nicest color, but that's OK. I

  (INAUDIBLE)

  But I won the entire South. I won Florida. I could say they have a bad organization, because Cruz was supposed to win Alabama, Arkansas. He was supposed to win Kentucky. He lost all of them. He lost
Florida. The point is, I mean, if you talk about that, I can say, well, if my organization's not so good, how come I've won many more states than him and millions of votes more?

In this data, Cooper gave a question to D.Trump “is a business organization the same as a political organization?” D.Trump answered by more explanations. He told to Cooper that business organization and political has a lot of similarities by giving some question “how he came to a leader for hundreds of delegates in his business and how he came to a leader for millions of votes in his political organization?” D.Trump talked and gave a reminder to Cooper that he has to remember about how he supposed to lose entire south Carolina and other city and he won it all. He explained that business and politics are his color, and whatever was the color that was not problem for him, except not a good color he tried to reject it by saying “OK”. When he said or yielded “OK” audiences laughed at him, they laughed on his explanation about business and politics as the same with color. After audiences laughed at him, he tried to continue his explanation by holding his floor. D.Trump explained that he won in some cities and countries. In this case, when D.Trump gave the the answer, audiences laughed at his explanation but D.Trump held his turn and continued his explanation.

- **Datum number 20**

  COOPER : So how was it stacked against you?

  D. TRUMP : Because the Republican Party in Colorado wanted Cruz, or maybe they wanted somebody other than Trump. I don't think anybody really wants Cruz. Why would they want him? There's no reason to want him.
(LAUGHTER)

But the Republican Party wanted somebody other than Trump. And you know, the funny thing, I am the only one that's going to beat Hillary Clinton, assuming she runs, assuming she gets out of her problem, which she probably will, because that's a system that's bad, too.

In this data, Cooper asked to D.Trump about the problem from Republican Party in Colorado how was it stacked on him. D.Trump answered it because the Republican Party in Colorado wanted Cruz not him, or maybe somebody else. D.Trump did not think that anybody wanted Cruz “why would they want him?” and he gave the answer it self on his question that there was no reason to want him. When Cooper and audiences heard his answer everyone laughed on his opinion. D.Trump tried to hold his turn by returned his explanation and continued his words. D.Trump repeated his opinion that Republican Party wanted somebody else not Cruz and he convinced that only him can beat Hillary Clinton. In this case, D.Trump held his floor by giving more explanations to avoid on another topic.

- Datum number 21

D. Trump : Well, I knew that Ivanka was independent, and I was fine with it, and I understand why she is, you know? It's hard to be thrilled with what's going on in politics, OK? Either party. If you look at what's going on, and she was an independent. She's going to switch over to be a Republican, I guess, at some point. Perhaps she wants to see what's going on.I have a feeling she'll be voting in November for me. I have a really strong feeling...

(LAUGHTER)
I. Trump : That's no question.
Cooper : That's no question?

D. Trump explained that his daughter I. Trump was independent, and he has no problem with it. D. Trump understood why his daughter became independent and he yielded the turn by giving questions to Cooper: “You know why she becomes independent? It’s hard to be thrilled with the politic situations, is ok for Cooper?” but D. Trump believed his daughter would be voting for him in November 2017 and he was sure about it with his feeling. After people or audiences heard his confidence, they laughed at him. I. Trump took the floor to avoid another topic by saying “that’s no question”. Cooper as interviewer tried to ask I. Trump about the explanation from his father was no question. In this case, after audiences laughed on his father’s explanation, I. Trump held the floor from his father’s turn.

- **Datum number 22**

  Cooper : You’ve still talked about kind of changing your tone from time to time, maybe even soon. Do you think that’s actually going to happen? Because a lot of people are saying, look, you’ve been talking about that for a while.

  D. Trump : Sure.

  Cooper : Maybe he’s not actually capable of changing.

  D. Trump : Oh, I'm very capable of doing it. It's easy to do it. I mean, it's easier to do it than the way I behave right now. But you have to.

  Cooper : So why not?
D. Trump : Because I have two more people I have to take out.

(LAUGHTER)

And when I take them out, I will be so presidential you won't believe it. And then, of course, I'll start on Hillary, and then I'll be a little bit less presidential. But assuming I win, I will be very, very -- the country will be very proud of me and we will make America great again. You know, my whole thing is "make America great again."

Cooper : I haven't heard that.

Cooper explained that "D.Trump kind of changing his tone from time to time" and Cooper asked him about it. D.Trump answered it "sure". Cooper added more opinion that D.Trumps not capable of changing and Trump did not agree on it, with giving reasons. Cooper asked another question "so why not?" and D.Trump explained another reason that he has two people and he has to take them out. Definitely, audiences laughed at his explanation. D.Trump tried to hold his floor with giving another words or continued his explanation that he will win from Hillary and said: “make America great again”.

- **Datum number 23**

M. Trump : And you don't know. You need to really check on your children and to talk to them and really have conversation with them. But it's very important to be a close parent and kind of on top of them, but still let them be who they are.

Cooper : I got to ask you guys, do you monitor your dad's social media?

(LAUGHTER)
Audience I: Impossible task. I have no idea what you're talking about, Anderson.

Cooper: I mean, are there some days you wake up and you look at Twitter and you think, really?

M. Trump as a wife talked to Cooper about how to be a good parent for her kids. She said to Cooper that he did not know about it. She gave an opinion or a way how to do it. "Some ways how to be a good parent need really to check on your children, talk to them and take the conversation with them but still let them be who they are". Cooper asked their children: “Do you monitor your dad’s social media?” and everyone laughed after they heard his questions. Their children directly said to Cooper “we don't know what are you talking about”. Cooper held the floor by giving another question to them “are there some days you wake up and you look at Twitter and you think, really?”. In this case, Cooper as host tried to hold the floor after audiences laughed at him in the middle of their conversation.

- Datum number 24

M. Trump: Well, it's amazing every day. Our son is 10 years old, and everything is different. Every day, it's, you know, something special. And it's unconditional love, and I enjoy every day. I love being a mom, a very special time. And I'm at home and raising him, teaching him values and morals, and preparing him for adult life, because sooner or later, he will have wings to fly. And I will be always there for him, but he will be very independent and ready to go.

Cooper: Any more kids?
D. Trump : And we're not really thinking about more kids.

*(LAUGHTER)*

Audience 2 : Thank you, Mrs. Trump.

COOPER : Ivanka, my mom has been pressuring me to actual have kids. What's being a mom meant to you? What has it -- how has it changed you?

In this data, M.Trump said that her family was an amazing in every day. Her son 10 years old. She told the story to her son every day and she enjoyed it. She felt something special in their family. Mom taught her son and prepared him for adult life because sooner or later she/he will have wings to fly. After Cooper heard the story, he gave a question to her "*would M.Trump has more kids?*". She gave the answer that she did not really think about it and audiences laughed at her answer. Cooper tried to hold their conversation by giving another question to M.Trump.

- **Datum number 25**

  I. Trump : I remember spying on the lunch that my husband and my father had in Trump Tower.

  *(LAUGHTER)*

  Cooper : How did you spy on them?

  I. Trump : I was hiding around columns. Jared called. He came over. They went downstairs. There were having a beautiful lunch. There were tremendous amounts of hand gestures, I didn't know if this was good or bad.

I.Trump told the story that she spied her husband and his father. Every people heard and laughed at her story. Cooper asked more questions "*how did you
spy on them?” I.Trump gave the answer that she was hiding around columns and Jared called her at the same time. Her husband and dad went to first floor and met her. They were tremendous with the amount of hand gesture, she did not know that was good or bad situation. In this case, when the audiences laughed on her story, Cooper tried to hold the conversation with giving more questions.

- Datum number 26

Cooper: I want to ask just in closing to each of the kids, and I hate to call you kids, but it makes me feel younger.

(LAUGHTER)

D. Trump JR.: I'm glad to help.

Cooper: Just what's -- is there something you have learned about your dad in the course of this campaign that you didn't know or that you -- I don't know, yes, that you didn't know?

D. Trump JR.: I think it's an amazing question because we've seen so much. But, I mean, just the perseverance. I mean, we always knew it was there, that has always been there.

Cooper as interviewer talked to D. Trump JR. “I want to ask just in closing to each of the kids, and I hate to call you kids, but it makes me feel younger”. Every people heard and they laughed with his joke. D.Trump JR said: “happy to help him”. Cooper continued his conversation with giving more questions: “what's something you have learned about your dad?”. D.Trump JR gave the answer of his question that every each son knew the campaign. In this case, D.Trump JR held his floor with giving a simple answer to Cooper.
3. Yielding The Floor

- Datum number 26

Announcer: So now that he's facing a contest at the convention in Cleveland, not a coronation, can his campaign adapt? And will the family name give that campaign the boost it needs?

D. Trump: I've got so many family members here today. Look at that. Boy, oh, boy, my sons and my daughter. Did Ivanka do a good job?

Announcer: This is an "Anderson Cooper 360" CNN Republican town hall, candidates and their families, voters seeking answers before making a choice that could make history.

As announcer before the talk show have been started he gave more information about the guest. Announcer talked that D.Trump was facing a contest at the convention in Cleveland. Announcer asked to him: “can his campaign adapt? And will the family name give the campaign the boost it needs?”. D.Trump gave the answer that he has got so many family members today. He appointed the boy, his son, and daughter as his family. D.Trump asked announcer: “that Ivanka does a good job?” to convince the announcer that his family with him. The announcer did not answer his question because the talk show would start in few seconds. Announcer told that Cooper from CNN Republican town hall would be the host in this agenda. in this case, before announcer spoke and gave information about the host, D.Trump yielded the floor by giving more question to announcer but directly announcer did not answer it and continued to give information about Cooper.
• **Datum number 27**

Cooper : You gave an interview to USA Today. You talked about, you know, you're looking at possible vice presidential picks. You're obviously not going to give out any names, but you did say you would like -- you name Marco Rubio, you name John Kasich. You even named Scott Walker.

D. Trump : No, I said they're people I like.

Cooper : Right.

D. Trump : Here's the problem. I've beaten them very, very harshly. I mean, you know, Walker was supposed to win. And, you know, right after I started on him, he went back to Wisconsin, OK?

Cooper : And he endorsed Senator Cruz.

Cooper talked about D.Trumps activities that he has an interview with USA Today. Cooper said that he will possibly become as vice presidential and several names returned to him. D.Trump did not agree about it and he said that "I like my people". Cooper gave the answer: "rights". The next communication D.Trump tried to explain about the problems to convince Cooper and he yielded the floor by giving sentences. Cooper knew that Walker was supposed to win. After D.Trump started on him, he went back to Wisconsin and gave a simple question: "OK?" And Cooper answered it. In this case, D.Trump yielded the floor by giving more question to Cooper.
• **Datum number 28**

D. Trump : OK, number one, I started with a million dollar loan. I built a $10 billion company. It’s a phenomenal company. Let me just tell you...

Cooper : Yeah, but is a business organization the same as a political organization?

D. Trump : Well, a lot of similarities. In this case, I’ve won most of it. I mean, you know, you can say about, what about organization? Well, how come I'm leading by hundreds of delegates? How come I'm leading by millions of votes?

Remember this: I was supposed to lose South Carolina. I was supposed to lose to Bush New Hampshire. I was supposed to lose the entire South. I won virtually everything in the South. I look at your board. I mean, it’s all my color, whatever that color is, I guess it's sort of a semi-purple. Not the nicest color, but that's OK.

In this datum, Cooper gave the floor by asking the question to D.Trump. Cooper asked about his business and organization. D.Trump gave the answer that business and organization have lot of similarities and he won most of it. D.Trump continued his turn by giving an example the similarities between business and political organization. D.Trump yielded the floor by giving another question to Cooper: “what about the organization? Well, how come I'm leading by hundreds of delegates? How come I'm leading by millions of votes?”. In this case, D.Trump yielded the floor by giving another question to Cooper. Some of those questions are: “what about the organization? How he becomes a leader by hundreds of delegates?”.
• Datum number 29

Cooper : Tiffany, your mom revealed just recently that you had your first job interview. I don't know that you wanted her to reveal that. How did it go?

T. Trump : I think pretty well, you know?

In this datum, Cooper gave a question about Tiffany’s mom which revealed her job that T. Trump had her first interview in his work. Cooper asked her “how did it go?”. T. Trump gave the answer it that she revealed the job pretty well. She asked more to Cooper “you know”? in this case, T. Trump yielded the floor from Cooper because she gave another question to the host before she completed her answers.

• Datum Number 30

Cooper : This is Peggy Padovano (ph), she works in real estate. She says her dad actually worked for your father, Fred. She says she's voting for you next Tuesday, and she's got a question for Eric.

Cooper : This is Peggy Padovano (ph), she works in real estate. She says her dad actually worked for your father, Fred. She says she's voting for you next Tuesday, and she's got a question for Eric.

Audience 3 : Hi, Eric, how are you?

E. Trump : Hi, Peggy, how are you?

Cooper introduced Peggy Padovano to D. Trump’s family. Peggy her dad worked in the real estate for D. Trump and she wanted to ask E. Trump. Peggy started the conversation with E. Trump and asked to him: “how are you?”, actually E. Trump did not answer her question only saying ‘hay’ but also he asked
more question to Peggy: “how are you?”. In this case, E.Trump took the turn from Peggy by yielding the floor with giving more questions.

- **Datum number 31**

  Cooper : And, Eric, I saw an interview you gave -- I can't remember if it was a print interview or not -- where you said the divorce actually brought you closer to your siblings.

  E. Trump : Yeah, I think that's right. I mean, Don is my best friend, Ivanka is my best friend. We're inseparable with Tiffany, I mean, we have an amazing relationship. This isn't contrived. I mean, we work together every day. We have offices right next to each other. We also vacation together. You know, Kai -- I mean, she comes -- she spends a weekend at my house. I mean, we watched "Frozen" together, right, Kai?

  In this data, Cooper saw an interview about E.Trump in the other place. He asked to him: “where you said the divorce actually brought you closer to your siblings?”. E.Trump gave the answer: he agreed that he has an interview. E.Trump continued his explanation why he said “yes” about it. He gave an information that Don and Ivanka were his best friend and inseparable with Tiffany, he meant that he has an amazing relationship with his family. She said that E.Trump brother’s and sisters have offices near to each other and have vacation together. E.Trump yielded the conversation between him and Cooper by giving more question, said: “do you know Kai?” she spent her weekend at his house. To make it sure, E.Trump yielded the floor twice by giving more question is “right Kai?”. In this case, E.Trump yielded the floor twice, Firstly with Cooper and Secondly with Kai as his best friend.
• **Datum number 32**

D. Trump : Oh great, good, thank you.

Audience 4 : Yes, definitely.

My question for you, Don, is, what have you learned as the greatest experience as a businessman from your father? And do you think sometimes tone is important and you get more with honey than vinegar so to speak?

D. Trump JR : Well, I think without question. I mean, and, you know, what's interesting throughout this process everyone talks about that and tone, but there also comes a time where you actually have to put the hammer down, right?

In this data, Cooper gave an opportunity for audiences to ask D.Trump’s Family. The question certainly related to D.Trump’s family. In this data, the audience asked to D.Trump JR: “what he has learned the greatest experiences a businessman from his father? Does he thinks that his tone or color of his father important?”. D.Trump JR gave the answer to him that probably he did not give the question correctly because everyone talked about the tone or color of his life, business, politics or others. D.Trump JR yielded the floor by giving more question to him: “there is also the time where actually to put the hammer down or retired, is it right?”. In this case, after D.Trump JR gave the answer, he yielded the floor by giving more questions to the audience.
CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

Conversation is a cooperative activity that depends on speakers and listeners sharing a set of assumptions about what happening and they tend to accept each other what they claim or say to be. Some speech or conversation can be planned and unplanned. In this thesis conversation had been analyzed is being planned and organized conversation. Since topics in conversation are not well-defined, they may be easily changed. In this thesis becomes successfully conversation because the person trying to force the change has the special power in the group that is an interviewer. A premature change in the topic happened in their conversation such as interruption, and overlapping sometimes a topic exhausts itself and there appears to be a new topic available to them but Cooper as interviewer hold the turn to keep as well as they can keep their topics. Feedback in conversation as an important element in warranting the continuation of a topic of a turn can also tend to approval to the continuation of a topic.

According to research, finding's it can be concluded that there are some points which can answer those research questions; first, turn taking mechanisms are happening in their conversation consist of 3 parts: 1. Taking the floor such as Starting up, overlaps, and interruption. 2. Holding the floor 3. Yielding the floor. In this analysis, the researcher found and analyze 4 starting up, 5 interruption, 3
overlaps, 12 taking the floor and analyze 6 of them, and 5 of yielding the floor. The dominant mechanism was founded is taking the floor which is more happened with the interviewer.

Successful communication consists of two parts: Firstly, Successful communication according to the message model. Linguistics communication is successful if the hearer receives the speaker's message. It works because messages have been conventionalized as the meaning of the expression. On this research, the hearer receives the speaker's message from their talk show. Secondly, Successful communication according to the inferential model. Linguistics communication is successful if the hearer recognizes the speaker's communicative intention. The hearer recognizes the speaker's communicative intention.

The dominant mechanism was founded in their conversation becomes successful in pragmatics meaning because taking the floor is the basic form of conversation and importance way to keep their conversation as well as they want. The hearer receives the speaker's message and the hearer recognizes the speaker's communicative intention.

B. Suggestions

Turn taking mechanisms in conversation analysis are quite an importance who concern communication in social life. Based on the research result, the researcher would like to give suggestions as follow:
1. To those who want to conduct the similar research, they should read conversational aspect especially in turn taking mechanisms. So that will be easier to analyze the research.

2. It will be easier for the next researcher, especially who focused on conversation analysis which is related to Jacob L Mey's theory if there are plenty of references for the essay or thesis writing.
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APPENDICE

TRANSCRIPT
DONALD TRUMP’S FAMILY TOWN HALL WITH CNN

BY MICHELE GORMAN ON 4/13/16 AT 10:06 AM

Donald Trump, along with his wife, Melania, and four adult children, sat down Tuesday night with CNN’s Anderson Cooper for an hour-long town hall in New York City. The presidential forum took place just a week before the state’s crucial primary on April 12. Below is a full transcript of the event, provided by CNN.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

COOPER: Good evening and welcome. It's a big night. A town hall night here again. John Kasich and his family last night. Right now, Donald Trump and members of his family. The Republican front-runner answering to New York voters exactly one week before the primary.

ANNOUNCER: Tonight, he's on his home turf.

D. TRUMP: This is home. It's great to be home.

ANNOUNCER: And now, after a Wisconsin thumping, campaign changes, and a week of bad headlines, Donald Trump is looking to get his campaign back to its winning ways.

D. TRUMP: I love these people. These are my people. Man.

ANNOUNCER: He's back, recharging the batteries and zapping his rival.

D. TRUMP: It's LYIN', Lyin' Ted.

ANNOUNCER: That's not all he's spelling out.

D. TRUMP: It's a fix.

ANNOUNCER: Blasting the whole delegate ball game.

D. TRUMP: It's a crooked, crooked system.

ANNOUNCER: So now that he's facing a contest at the convention in Cleveland, not a coronation, can his campaign adapt? And will the family name give that campaign the boost it needs?

D. TRUMP: I've got so many family members here today. Look at that. Boy, oh, boy, my sons and my daughter. Did Ivanka do a good job?

ANNOUNCER: This is an "Anderson Cooper 360" CNN Republican town hall, candidates and their families, voters seeking answers before making a choice that could make history.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

COOPER: ... SiriusXM satellite radio channel 116 and the Westwood One Radio Network, welcome to all of you. We are here with Donald Trump, his wife, Melania, daughters Ivanka and Tiffany, and sons, Eric and Donald, Jr., will be joining us shortly. In the audience tonight, Republicans all from New York. They came up with the questions they'll ask tonight. We reviewed them just to make sure they don't overlap. I'm going to ask the candidate a few questions myself, as well. But as always, this is really a chance for voters to hear at length from the candidates and for the first time from the people closest to them.

Before we bring out the family, I want to start with Donald Trump. Thanks very much for being with us.

D. TRUMP: Thank you.

COOPER: Big day for you, got very good news. You were certified today the winner of the Missouri primary. It means you picked up another 12 delegates. Great polling numbers for you. The NY1-Bnarch College poll, 60 percent in New York, way ahead of all the other candidates, and even the Quinnipiac poll I think had you around 55 percent.

D. TRUMP: Great.

COOPER: Again, way ahead. So you've got some good news.

D. TRUMP: Thank you.

COOPER: You have been very critical, though, of what happened in Colorado. And I want to read out some of the things you have said. You said the nominating system in Colorado is, quote, "rigged, disgusting, and dirty." You called it a corrupt deal, full of crooked shenanigans. Ted Cruz is saying you're just being a whiner. I mean, the bottom line is, the rules are the rules. Didn't you just outplay on the ground?

D. TRUMP: No, I don't think so. Look, first of all, you and I watched Ted Cruz, and I watched him very strongly say, well, he's been winning, but, you know, I've won 22 states, and he's won 10, and we're really way up in votes, you know, in terms of the voters, which to me is very important, but it's never talked. I'm millions of votes ahead of him, and as you know, I'm hundreds of delegates ahead of him, but the Colorado thing was very, very unfair. And I thought Louisiana was very unfair. I won Louisiana. I won it easily.

COOPER: You won the popular vote.

D. TRUMP: I won the popular vote.
D. TRUMP: And because of all his shenanigans that goes on and this is //

COOPER: But you call them shenanigans. Those are the rules.

D. TRUMP: I do. I do.

COOPER: Didn't you know those rules?

D. TRUMP: You know why the rules -- I know the rules very well, but I know that it's stacked against me by the establishment. I fully understand it. We had people out there, and they weren't heard. And then, in fact, today, when it was announced -- the numbers were announced, they put out something on Twitter saying, oh, we stopped Trump, essentially, we stopped Trump, we stopped -- that was put out by the party in Colorado. The point is, it was stacked against us. Now...

COOPER: But you...

D. TRUMP: We're won our share.

COOPER: even more aggressively -- you could have had a better organization on the ground. A lot of the people who were...

D. TRUMP: I don't know if it would have mattered, because it was totally set in stone, and that's the way it was. And you saw Republicans that wanted to go and wanted to be Trump delegates and they're burning their card on the internet. There were some people that were fantastic.

COOPER: But Ted Cruz put a lot of time, he had a lot of organization, going out, reaching out to people who wanted to be delegates to run in the process. I mean, it was a whole electoral process to get delegates.

D. TRUMP: But, Anderson, we had delegates there, we had a lot of delegates, and they were not heard, because the Republican Party out there was 100 percent probably controlled by the RNC, which maybe doesn't like this happening because I'm a self-funder, I'm putting up my own money. They don't like when I put up my own money because it means they don't have any control of me, because I'm working for the people.

I'm doing for the people. And, you know, when you talk about winning, I've won most of it, and I'm not complaining. And, frankly, there were couple that I won that he's complaining about. But I won -- you know, I've been winning far more than anybody else.

COOPER: You talk about the RNC, Reince Priebus, head of the RNC, tweeted yesterday, he said, quote, "The rules were
set last year. Nothing mysterious. Nothing new. The rules have not changed. The rules are the same. Nothing different."

D. Trump: Anderson, they changed the rules a number of months ago. The people in //

Cooper: //About eight months ago.

D. Trump: Well, it's not very long ago.

Cooper: But you had a lot of time to prepare a better organization.

D. Trump: You know why they changed the rules? Because they saw how I was doing, and they didn't like it. Same thing in Florida. Now, I won Florida in a landslide, right? But they changed the rules so that the winner gets all, because they thought Jeb Bush was going to win. He's the former governor, or Marco Rubio was going to win. And then all of a sudden, the first poll came out, and Trump was leading by a lot and they said, what are we going to do? What are we going to do? Because that was done so that I wouldn't get any delegates. Then I won in a landslide, and I got all the delegates. So sometimes it works to my advantage. But Colorado is unfortunate, because they disenfranchised the voters. They disenfranchised all of these voters in Colorado.

Cooper: You're saying you don't think the RNC wants you to get the nomination?

D. Trump: No, I don't think so. I really don't. = I mean, I've been dealing with them.

Cooper: = You think they're actively working against you on the ground?

D. Trump: I don't know. I mean, I don't see it. It's not like it's -- I have 75 miles of proof. But certainly they should want to have a vote of the people of Colorado. The people of Colorado -- I would have won. I've won so many of the votes. I mean, the voting has been phenomenal. That's why I've won so many more states than Ted Cruz and Kasich.

Cooper: Does it say, though, something about -- OK. You disagree with the process as it was in Colorado, but you had months to prepare. Does it say something -- and your critics say it says something about your leadership ability, if you -- for somebody who touts himself as somebody who's an organizational genius, who's created this amazing business organization, that you couldn't create an organization on the ground that can beat Ted Cruz's organization?
D. TRUMP: OK, number one, I started with a million dollar loan. I built a $10 billion company. It's a phenomenal company. Let me just tell you...

COOPER: Yeah, but is a business organization the same as a political organization?

D. TRUMP: Well, a lot of similarities. In this case, I've won most of it. I mean, you know, you can say about what about organization? Well, how come I'm leading by hundreds of delegates? How come I'm leading by millions of votes?

Remember this: I was supposed to lose South Carolina. I was supposed to lose to Bush New Hampshire. I was supposed to lose the entire South. I won virtually everything in the South. I look at your board, I mean, it's all my color, whatever that color is. I guess it's sort of a semi-purple. Not the nicest color, but that's OK. I (inaudible)

(LAUGHTER)

But I won the entire South. I won Florida. I could say they have a bad organization, because Cruz was supposed to win Alabama, Arkansas. He was supposed to win Kentucky. He lost all of them. He lost Florida. The point is, I mean, if you talk about that, I can say, well, in my organization's not so good, how come I've won many more states than him and millions of votes more?

COOPER: I just want to read you what Cory Gardner, who's a Republican senator from Colorado, said, because he's really annoyed at what you've been saying. He said essentially you're...

D. TRUMP: Well, he's a member of the establishment.

COOPER: ...that you're insulting these delegates who ran who are just regular people.

D. TRUMP: No, I'm insulting the system. The system is not a good system.

COOPER: He says, "How on Earth are you going to defeat ISIS if you can't figure out the Colorado GOP convention?"

D. TRUMP: Oh, we can figure it out. But it's stacked against us. I mean, you can have people that are totally against you. How come my people went there, delegates, great delegates, they're all over the Internet now burning up their Republican card. How come my people went...

(CROSSTALK)

COOPER: So how was it stacked against you?
D. TRUMP: Because the Republican Party in Colorado wanted Cruz, or maybe they wanted somebody other than Trump. I don't think anybody really wants Cruz. Why would they want him? There's no reason to want him.

(LAUGHTER)

But the Republican Party wanted somebody other than Trump. And you know, the funny thing, I am the only one that's going to beat Hillary Clinton, assuming she runs, assuming she gets out of her problem, which she probably will, because that's a system that's bad, too.

I'll give you another example. I'm no fan of Bernie Sanders, OK. I'm no fan at all. To me, he's -- you know, forget it. But every time I turn on, he's winning, he's winning. Every week after week, he wins, he wins, he wins, he wins. And then I watch you and I watch all of the pundits, they say, but he can't win. You know why? It's stacked against him. It really is. It's stacked against him. In his case, it's super-delegates. In my case, it's the obvious. But it's stacked against him.

COOPER: You've said in the past that if you weren't being treated fairly, you'd consider a third party run. Is that something that's still on the table?

D. TRUMP: Well, it's certainly something. I don't want to do, look, I'm winning by a lot. I -- you know, based on the numbers you just gave me from New York, I'm leading by more than 40 points.

COOPER: You have a good chance of picking up nearly all the delegates.

D. TRUMP: Yeah, and everybody else flew town. You know, Cruz left town. He talked about New York values, like you and I and everybody else, we know about New York values, when we saw what happened with the World Trade Center and how incredible New York was. So I think he left town. I don't think he's going to come back.

But I'm winning New York. I think I'll do great in New Jersey. I'll do great in Pennsylvania. I'll do great in Connecticut. Rhode Island is great. Maryland. I mean, you know, I've got a lot of states where they know me. The nice thing is the states that know me are the ones that I really do well in, like Florida. They know me in Florida. And I won in a landslide.

COOPER: One of the knocks on you -- and I know you disagree with it, is that you haven't given a lot of specifics to some of your policies. Your campaign has been saying, I think it was last week they started saying you were going to start putting out some very specific policy pronouncements.

D. TRUMP: But I have on tax, on tax. I have on many things.
COOPER: You're going to be making more policy speeches in particular.

D. TRUMP: I'm going to start doing that, yes.

COOPER: When is that going to start?

D. TRUMP: I did. I did one at AIPAC about concerning Israel, and it was met with raves. You even said it was good. But I did one on -- I'm going to be doing probably 10 over the next two months. A lot more.

COOPER: You know when the next one is going to be and what the topic is going to be?

D. TRUMP: I would say over the next week.

COOPER: Do you know what the topic will be?

D. TRUMP: We're looking at different topics. We're looking at unity as an example. One topic I want to discuss -- it might not be policy, but I want to talk about unity in the Republican Party, because I think it's very important.

But we're going to be talking about the military. We're going to be talking about NATO.

COOPER: Do you really think you're going to bring...

D. TRUMP: You know, when I talked about NATO last week, Wolf Blitzer asked me the question. What about NATO? Now, I've been building buildings all my life and doing deals all my life. But I know about NATO. And I said it's obsolete and we're spending too much and everyone is ripping us off. You have 28 countries; they're ripping us off. I said it's obsolete, because we're looking at Soviet Union that doesn't even exist. Russia's plenty strong. But it doesn't cover terror. And if it does cover terror, the wrong countries are in, because...

(CROSSTALK)

COOPER: And you still say it's obsolete?

D. TRUMP: Of course it's obsolete. It was done 68 years ago, and it hasn't changed.

COOPER: You've given...

D. TRUMP: And, by the way, experts on NATO, they now look and they say, you know, Trump is right.

COOPER: You gave an interview...

D. TRUMP: These are people that study it.
COOPER: You gave an interview to USA Today. You talked about, you know, you're looking at possible vice presidential picks. You're obviously not going to give out any names, but you did say you would like -- you name Marco Rubio, you name John Kasich. You even named Scott Walker.

D. TRUMP: No, I said they're people I like.

COOPER: Right.

D. TRUMP: Here's the problem. I've beaten them very, very harshly. I mean, you know, Walker was supposed to win. And, you know, right after I started on him, he went back to Wisconsin, OK?

COOPER: And he endorsed Senator Cruz.

D. TRUMP: And doesn't -- of course he did. I didn't even ask him for an endorsement. How could I ask him for an endorsement? Because I was the one that got him out. Jeb Bush, the same thing. Marco, the same thing. I mean, I think they're nice people, but I can't imagine they'd be too much.

COOPER: But when you say you like them -- so when you say you like them, were you saying you like them as potential vice presidents or //

D. TRUMP: // I like them as people. I like them as people. Now, could they be involved in some form in the government? Yeah, absolutely I think they could. I don't necessarily think for a vice president.

COOPER: It's interesting, because they are all sort of, you know, you could argue establishment type candidates. Is that -- whoever you would pick for a vice president, we've talked about this before, is that what you would look for, somebody who -- with political experience on the ground in Washington, essentially a Washington player who can help you with Congress?

D. TRUMP: Yes. Yes.

COOPER: Without a doubt?

D. TRUMP: I'm a business guy. We're going to make great deals on trade. We're going to do -- it's right in my wheelhouse. It's so easy for me. We're going have a really strong military. We're going to rebuild our military. We're going to take care of health care. I'm going to do so well with so many different things. But I do want -- you don't need two like me. I want to have somebody that can deal with Congress, that gets along with Congress. That's a Washington person.

COOPER: Can you name one?
D. TRUMP: I do. I don't want to do that now. I think it's inappropriate. I just think it's the wrong time. I do have people in mind. I have a lot of people that look, I've been dealing in politics all my life. I know most of these politicians. I have great respect.

Senator Sessions, Jeff Sessions, he endorsed me. He was supposed to endorse Cruz. Everybody thought -- you know, Cruz, I think it's his all-time, like, most respected senator. And Cruz would talk about him all the time, "Senator Sessions." Senator Sessions just endorsed me. And, you know, I have a lot of respect for a lot of the politicians, but I would certainly want that to be a political position.

COOPER: We're going to take a break. When we come back, questions from the audience for Mr. Trump, his wife, Melania, daughters, Ivanka and Tiffany, and his sons, Donald, Jr., and Eric. That and more on this second of three "AC360" Republican family town halls. We'll be right back.

(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

COOPER: And we are back with Donald Trump. And joining us, his wife, Melania, sons, Donald, Jr. His daughter, Kai, just jumped on the stage, as well. She's 8 years old. Eric is with us. Daughters Tiffany and Ivanka. Welcome. It's great to have the whole family together like this. Thanks so much.

Ivanka, I got to start off with you. Congratulations on your baby. How's everything going?

I. TRUMP: Thank you. Everything is going incredibly well. So Theodore is 2 weeks old as of Sunday.

COOPER: Are you sleeping through the night? Is he sleeping through the nights?

I. TRUMP: No, not even close. Not even close, but it's a blessing. So we're very happy.

COOPER: Yeah, well, congratulations. That's the most important thing. I was curious, when your dad, your husband -- I mean, how did the conversation come up? Did he -- was there a family meeting, like on the Brady Bunch? Or, I mean, how did -- did he call each of you individually and say, "You know, I'm going to do this, this time"? And what did you think?

I. TRUMP: Well, I think it's such a personal decision that ultimately it was one he had to arrive to on his own. And, obviously, as we've all seen over the last several months, it's a vicious industry, politics, much more so than real estate or anything we've ever experienced. So -- but we were just incredibly excited for him.
I mean, we know what he's capable of. We've stood by his side for the last decade, in my case, a little bit longer in Don's case, and watched him do these deals at The Trump Organization. And we know what he could bring to the country, so we're just happy to support him.

COOPER: He's flirted with it before. Did you think, OK, this time it's actually going to happen?

D. TRUMP, JR.: I think this time we knew it. I mean, you sensed the frustration in 2008. You sensed the frustration even more so in 2012. But I think we were young. I mean, he has a company. He actually employs tens of thousands of people whose livelihoods and whose families' well-being depend on the success of that company.

So in 2008, I was 29. I'm the oldest. You know, he wasn't just going to say, OK, congratulations, here's a billion dollar company, and leave it with us, and, you know, hope that those people who have been so loyal to him for so many years are going to be OK. I mean, now we've been in the company much longer, we have these decades of experience, that he can walk away and know that those people who've been so good to him for all that time, you know, are still going to be taken care of and he can do what he wants to do for the country.

COOPER: Melania, for you, were you nervous for him? Were you instantly like, yeah, let's do this?

M. TRUMP: Well, I was not nervous for him, but he was thinking about it, and I gave him my support. And I said to him, you know, you cannot just talk, you need to go and run, and people will take it serious. And if you run, you will win, and I see how people react to him before he announced it.

COOPER: Tiffany, Brief when you saw him coming down the escalator with Melania, I mean, did you know -- did you have any idea that it would go on this long, that it would become what it has?

E. TRUMP: It's an amazing success story, if you look at it, right? I mean, he's been in politics nine months, and he's winning the Republican Party for president of the United States. I mean, it's really an incredible story.

But, you know, to your specific question, I actually remember when you said, you know, listen, kids, I'm going to do this, I'm going to hop into the race, I want to self-fund, I want to do it for the country. I mean, this is about the country. This country has given me everything. You know, I'm going to give back.

And it was actually a really powerful moment. I'll never forget that, that the moment in the office together, you know, the four of us, and it was a special moment for us.

COOPER: Tiffany, for you, what did you think?
T. TRUMP: Whenever my father puts his heart and soul into something, he goes full force. When he finally decided to, you know, run for president, I think all of us knew, you know what? Here we go.

He really just worked so hard. We knew it would be a success, and I had no doubt in my mind he would get as far as he has.

COOPER: Ivanka, Eric, it's no surprise, I got to ask you, there was a news just this week that both of you were not registered to vote in the primary. What happened?

I. TRUMP: Well, I'm an independent, and I've always voted based on the candidate as opposed to based on the party, and it was actually a very interesting experience. So, we're not a family of politicians. We haven't been in politics very long.

New York has one of the most onerous rules in terms of registration and it required us to register a long time ago, almost close to a year ago. And, we didn't do that.

We found out about it sort of after the fact. But, it was actually why I started making a series of videos to educate people in each of the individual states because every state is different.

Most states you can register as late as the day of the actual...

COOPER: When did you realize you weren't going to able to vote in the //

I. TRUMP: A week late. // About

COOPER: Is that right?

I. TRUMP: Yes, so.

COOPER: Eric, how about for you?

E. TRUMP: It was the same thing. I fell into that same boat. It was our first, kind of, foray into politics. We didn't realize how the whole system worked. It was amazing. We actually made it a very big part of the campaign. There's no one that's been more visible on the campaign than the two of us.

We made it a very big part to get that message out.

Get it out, register, go out, vote. Here's how you do it.

We gave them all the tools, and everything, to actually go out and figure out that process. It actually was a great educational process for us, and one that probably, you know, helped the campaign a lot.
D. TRUMP JR: And, you're seeing the turnout, by the way. You're seeing so many people, you know? Who are registering all the time. You see the people who are flipping sides to be able to vote for my father. I mean, that's pretty amazing...

COOPER: Do you consider yourself a Republican?

D. TRUMP JR: Yeah. I've been always.

COOPER: Eric?

E. TRUMP: Very much so.

T. TRUMP: I'm registered in Pennsylvania as a Republican.

COOPER: And, Ivanka, you're still an independent?

I. TRUMP: I'm an independent.

COOPER: What was your reaction when you found out that they weren't going to be able to vote for you in the primary?

D. TRUMP: Well, I knew that Ivanka was independent, and I was fine with it, and I understand why she is, you know? It's hard to be thrilled with what's going on in politics, OK? Either party. If you look at what's going on, and she was an independent. She's going to switch over to be a Republican, I guess, at some point. Perhaps she wants to see what's going on.

I have a feeling she'll be voting in November for me. I have a really strong feeling...

(LAUGHTER)

I. TRUMP: That's no question.

COOPER: That's no question?

D. TRUMP: And, Eric is actually switching over (INAUDIBLE) //

I. TRUMP: // ... There I can vote as an independent...

COOPER: I wanted you to meet some of the voters here. This is Nicole's Heart. She is a technical designer from here in Manhattan. She says she's leaning toward supporting you, Mr. Trump, but she's got a question for Melania.

QUESTION: Hey, Melania.

M. TRUMP: Hello.

QUESTION: Do you feel that you and Mr. Trump raised Barron differently than he did is older children?
M. TRUMP: Well, it's a different time, and a different generation, and especially now the time is different. He's not home much. He's working hard. He's on the road all the time. And, I'm at home being a parent. And, to be a very happy when we have him home because we miss him.

Yes, it's a little bit different, but it's kind of still the same, you know? He loves to work, he loves the country, and we see that he will do something and (ph) amazing if people elect him to be a president.

COOPER: Mr. Trump, do you think you're a different dad to your youngest, to Barron, than you were to your older kids?

TRUMP: Well, I think I appreciate it more, you know? It's very interesting, with my -- all of the children, I've always been, I think, a very good father. It was always very important to me. My children have done a good job, and they better keep doing a good job.

But, they come to me, friends of mine, very successful people, and their children have problems with drugs, and problems with alcohol, and problems with a lot of things, and they say would you speak to my son, could you speak to my daughter?

I'm always very honored to do that.

I have so many friends that have asked me to do it.

I think now, as I've gotten older, I think, maybe, I appreciate the fact more, whereas before I was charging forward -- still charging forward, but perhaps we appreciate life a little bit more.

COOPER: This is Peggy Padovano (ph), she works in real estate. She says her dad actually worked for your father, Fred. She says she's voting for you next Tuesday, and she's got a question for Eric.

QUESTION: Hi, Eric, how are you?

ERIC TRUMP: Hi, Peggy, how are you?

QUESTION: My question is, rather it's a statement. When I was younger, I formed a very special bond with my dad through football. We used to spend countless hours together watching games and I wanted to know, do you have a special bond with your dad? Just the two of you?

E. TRUMP: Well, I have many special bonds with my father. We love work, right? It's something that really brings us together. We love building. The two of us just love machinery, we love building, we love concrete, we love jobs. We'll sit on the phone at 6:00 o'clock in the morning, and we'll talk about our favorite jobs. I think that brings a lot of fun to us and a lot of the relationship. We also love golf, you know? We go out, we
play golf together, and it's just something that we really enjoy, so. Listen, there's a lot of things. He's got a great sense of humor. He's been the greatest father in the world. He's an amazing deal maker. You know, he's just always had so much love for us, and his whole family. He's an amazing guy, one of my best friends in the entire world. My best friend in the entire world. He's an amazing man. But there's really a lot that bring it together.

(APPLAUSE)

QUESTION: Thank you so much.

COOPER: Peggy was saying that she worked for your dad. What was your relationship like with your dad?

D. TRUMP: It was great. It really became much better when I hit about 20, when I graduated from the Wharton School of Finance, and I started working. But, I worked with him during summers, but it was a great relationship.

COOPER: Did you always know you were going to go into this business?

D. TRUMP: No, I wanted to be a baseball player, I wanted to make movies. I had a lot of different ambitions as I was growing up, but ultimately I decided I'd work for my father over the summers.

I was in Cincinnati, Ohio. I worked there. Different places. I loved doing it, but ultimately when I got out of school, I said this is the right thing to do. We were in Brooklyn, we had an office in Brooklyn, and we had buildings in Brooklyn and Queens, and I always wanted to go into Manhattan. I used to look across the river and see those big buildings and it was something that always intrigued me.

I had a great relationship with my father. Probably even better when I worked with him.

COOPER: This is Lillian Ortiz over here. She's an attorney from Suffolk County, New York. She says she's planning on voting for you but she's got a question for Tiffany. Lilian?

QUESTION: Tiffany, good evening to you all.

T. TRUMP: Good evening.

QUESTION: What do you most admire about your dad?

T. TRUMP: I think I've grown up seeing him such a mentor. His hard work ethic is truly inspiring. Whenever I'm, you know, at school studying these long hours, I see him on TV without any sleep and making these speeches, and just
makes me want to continue to work harder and prove myself, and you know, keep on pushing to my limit.

QUESTION: Thank you.

COOPER: Tiffany, your mom revealed just recently that you had your first job interview. I don't know that you wanted her to reveal that. How did it go?

T. TRUMP: I think pretty well, you know?

COOPER: I think everyone's nervous, graduating college, you know? Finding your first job. I think I can understand and resonate with a lot of other college graduates at this time. You know, this is the first time you're out in the world on your own.

So, luckily I have a supportive family, Jared, Ivanka's husband, Ivanka, and my father and my mother have been so supportive. We'll see what happens.

COOPER: What's it been like for you watching this process, watching your dad out in the political arena?

T. TRUMP: It's been amazing, I think. It's a once in a lifetime opportunity, truly, and to be able to be a daughter of someone that's running for the president election is just -- no one really has that opportunity. It's an education in and of itself.

COOPER: Yes. I want you to give Arlene Tang. She's over here. She's a physician. She says she's undecided. She's got a question for you, Mr. Trump. Arlene?

QUESTION: Good evening, Mr. Trump. I was wondering, do you talk to your wife and children the same way that you speak at the GOP debates?

D. TRUMP: The same way?

(AUDIENCE LAUGHTER)

Audience 3: Occasionally. (ph)

D. TRUMP: I think I'm much nicer to them. I will say, you know, you talk about the debates, I never knew about debating. My whole life has been sort of a debate, but the politicians, they debate every night. I didn't know how that was really going to work out. And, the debates, I love the debates. I really had fun with them. I think I've done well with them. I guess I've been on the center stage every single debate. And, I've really enjoyed it, but I will tell you, I speak to my wife and children much, much differently. But, it has been an interesting process. They're always saying, be nicer on the debates. I say, they're coming at me from all these different angles, how can I be nice?
Melania, in particular, would say, be nicer in the debates. I said, I can't do that. I have to win first. But, we'll be nice.

COOPER: What do you say to them? Because I think I saw Mr. Trump, you saying on the campaign trail, both Melania and also Ivanka, were telling you to be more presidential. How would you like him to be different?

M. TRUMP: Just to use nice language.

COOPER: Better language.

M. TRUMP: Better language.

COOPER: I know you -

M. TRUMP: Not all the time.

COOPER: You were upset when -

M. TRUMP: Sometimes I agree with it.

COOPER: Somebody yelled out something at one of his rallies -

M. TRUMP: (INAUDIBLE)

COOPER: You were upset with that.

M. TRUMP: Yes, and I was thinking just don't repeat it, because (INAUDIBLE) press, or when they talk, it's about the word. Inappropriate (ph) word. And that was correct? So -

COOPER: Ivanka, what have you said to him about being presidential?

I. TRUMP: Well, I think one of the interesting thing about this process is it's very easy to have an opinion on things. But when you're not in the arena, it's - you know, it's a different ball game. So, I've definitely said things of that kind to him. But I also then watch these debate and - it's a hard thing to observe because I see them. It's like a cage match. You know, they're jumping on him. They're hitting him from the left, hitting him from the right. Everyone's attacking him because he's been the frontrunner for so long.

It's - it's - he's the man to take down.

So while I do sometimes tell him to withhold some of that sort of fire, I also understand it, and I think it's instinct, and I think it also speaks to his passion. And I think that's ultimately what we need. I mean, you have to have tremendous stamina to get through this process. You have to have a fire and a passion. I don't think you can be particularly laid-back and make it through this whole experience from what I've observed,
especially when you're competing against many very qualified people who are quite upset by the fact that you've logged past them.

COOPER: You've still talked about kind of changing your tone from time to time, maybe even soon. Do you think that's actually going to happen? Because a lot of people are saying, look, you've been talking about that for a while.

D. TRUMP: Sure.

COOPER: Maybe he's not actually capable of changing.

D. TRUMP: Oh, I'm very capable of doing it. It's easy to do it. I mean, it's easier to do it than the way I behave right now. But you have to.

COOPER: So why not?

D. TRUMP: Because I have two more people I have to take out.

(LAUGHTER)

And when I take them out, I will be so presidential you won't believe it. And then, of course, I'll start on Hillary, and then I'll be a little bit less presidential. But assuming I win, I will be very, very - - the country will be very proud of me and we will make America great again. You know, my whole thing is "make America great again."

COOPER: I haven't heard that.

D. TRUMP: It's so important to me. I know. But it's -- it's just so important to me, because we have such potential, and we're not using our potential. And we're being judged and labeled by the world, whether it's trade, whether it's paying for other countries' military and not being properly reimbursed. It's so sad what's happening to our country.

And that's why we have $19 trillion in debt. It's going up to $21 trillion in debt very quickly because of the horrible budget deal that was just made. So I'll be very presidential at the right time.

COOPER: This is Alan Hedrick. He's a real estate agent who says he's leaning towards supporting you. He's got a question for Ivanka. Alan?

QUESTION: Hi, Ivanka. You and Chelsea Clinton are personal friends. Has the campaign put a strain on your friendship? And with both you and Chelsea working on your prospective parents' campaigns, is there a common ground where you guys can kind of find an issue to agree on? And do you think you will still be friends with her after this election cycle?
I. TRUMP: Well, look, we're children and we love our parents, so that's the great equalizer and that's the great common ground. So I'm incredibly proud of my father. I'm amazed and truly in awe of what he's accomplished and what he's accomplished throughout the course of his life up until this point. But, you know, the last 10 months have really been a whole different level. So I think that she would probably say the same about her mother, so she's probably very proud of her mother, and we certainly would share that, I would think.

COOPER: This is Mitchell Bernstein. He's an IT director from Brookhaven, New York. He says he's leaning towards supporting you. He's got a question for all of the women on the stage. Mitchell?

QUESTION: Yes. You're probably aware that the media has gone after your father on several occasions regarding women in general. And I was wondering what -- how you felt about how the media has treated him, how he's presented himself, and what you can do in general to improve the relationship and to provide information about how your relationship with your father is in regards to women in general.

I. TRUMP: Well, I think the facts speak for themselves. I have witnessed these incredible female role models that he's employed in the highest executive positions at The Trump Organization my entire life in an industry that has been dominated by men, is still dominated by men, but certainly was when he was starting out in his career and he was employing some of these women and raising them through the ranks.

So, you know, for me, I think the way he raised me, the way he raised Tiffany, it's a testament to the fact that he believes in inspiring women, empowering women. He always taught me that there wasn't anything that I couldn't do if I set my mind to it, if I had deep passion, if I really unearthed what it is that I wanted to do with my life and then worked very hard to achieve it. And I don't think that's the message a father would relay to a daughter who he didn't believe had the potential to accomplish exactly what her brothers could.

So, you know, for me, it's his actions speak louder than the words of many politicians who talk about gender equality, but it's not evidenced in their daily employment practices. So I think both at The Trump Organization and also in a more personal capacity, the type of father he was to a daughter, two daughters, I think evidences how he feels about our gender in general.

COOPER: Tiffany?

T. TRUMP: I think my father, since I've been a little girl, has always just inspired me and had so much faith in me to just be the best person I can be, the best woman I can be. And, you know, every time I speak to him on the
phone, whether it be at school or when I'm with him in his office, or, you know, in Palm Beach, it's just -- he wants us to do the best and he has the utmost faith that we can accomplish whatever we set our minds to just as well as men, if not better. And we're such strong hard workers. I mean, Ivanka, of course, Melania, I just truly feel that my father is the best father, the best husband that he could be, truly.

COOPER

: Melania, do you...

M. TRUMP

: He treats everyone equally. So if you're a woman and he attacks, they attack him, he will attack back, no matter who you are. We're all human, and he treats them equal as men. So I think that's very important. He doesn't make a difference. And he encourages everybody, if you're a man or a woman.

COOPER

: Thank you for your question. We're going to take one more short break. Back with the Trump family right after this.

(COMERCIAL BREAK)

COOPER

: Back now with more questions for Donald Trump, his wife, sons, and daughters. Thanks very much for doing this. One of the questions I asked Governor Kasich and his wife, yesterday about his daughters, I want to ask you, Melania, which is, do you monitor your son's social media? It's obviously a question that a lot of parents are concerned about, given, you know, all the things that go on. So do you watch your son's social media presence?

M. TRUMP

: He has an iPhone. He's not on social media yet. He's 10 years old. I think it's too early to be on social media. He's talking about Instagram.

COOPER

: OK.

M. TRUMP

: And so I will go into it when I will think it's a right age.

COOPER

: It's a hard decision to make.

M. TRUMP

: An appropriate -- it's a very hard decision to make. And I grew up without social media. And it was in one way better, because I see a lot of bullying is going on. And we need to protect our children. We need to watch over them.

COOPER

: Yeah, it seems like bullying just used to be in schools, but now because it's social media, it's 24 hours a day, it reaches into the home, as well.

M. TRUMP

: And you don't know. You need to really check on your children and to talk to them and really have conversation with them. But it's very important to be a close parent
and kind of on top of them, but still let them be who they are.

COOPER: I got to ask you guys, do you monitor your dad's social media?

(LAUGHTER)

(UNKNOWN): Impossible task. I have no idea what you're talking about, Anderson.

COOPER: I mean, are there some days you wake up and you look at Twitter and you think, really?

E. TRUMP: It kind of makes him the person he is, honestly. It's so great to not see the sound bites, the traditional politician sound bites that you read too often. I mean, he's so authentic. He writes the tweets himself. He doesn't have a team of hundreds and hundreds of people behind him. And I think that's actually what makes him the great candidate that he is.

D. TRUMP: And more importantly, the retweets.

D. TRUMP, JR.: It's actually they're not vetted.

D. TRUMP: The retweets get me in trouble. It's not the tweets.

COOPER: The retweets get you in trouble.

D. TRUMP: The tweets are fine. The retweets sometimes get a little bit shaky.

D. TRUMP, JR.: And they're not scrubbed through like a database. I mean, that's the problem I see so much with politics is - you know, they're running focus groups on how do we word this so that we tell everyone what they want to hear? But then when it comes time to actually deliver, they do whatever the special interests are telling them to do. I mean, his is really genuine. I think, you know, it's that right, it's that spirit that the American people see that is lacking in today's politician, where they just go with the wind and see.

COOPER: You know, you don't have to retweet people. You can just let it stand.

D. TRUMP: You know, it's interesting. I started off a number of years ago, and I now see that, over the weekend, I picked up, like, almost 100,000 people, and I have 7.5 million, 7.6 million people there, I have almost 7.5 million people on Facebook. I have 1.5 million on Instagram. You know, I have millions. And it's really an asset.

I really enjoy doing it, but it's really an asset. You see what's going on. And there is some genius there. I mean, you will get -- you will read some of the stuff,
there is genius there. You have to find the right genius. But it is a powerful thing. I mean...

COOPER : As president, though...

D. TRUMP : No, I wouldn't be doing it.

COOPER : You wouldn't?

D. TRUMP : Or I would do it very little. It's different. But right now, if I'm fighting one of my opponents, I can tweet out things, or my feelings. And I had it in CNN. I mean, there was one instance where I was at a town hall and somebody got up and made a pretty negative statement about the president. You probably remember, very negative. They never found out who this guy was. I don't know, was he a setup or what? I think you know what I'm talking about.

COOPER : Yeah. I know what you're talking about.

D. TRUMP : And he made a pretty negative statement about the president, and they said I didn't defend him. And it was a big deal. It was going on. And I remember, I tweeted one line, and then another line, and I put it out, and it broke into CNN, they broke into this major broadcast, Donald Trump breaking news. It was like, I'm sitting there, I just did this, and it totally solved the problem. I mean, it was good.

So it doesn't all work badly, but it is a modern method of communication. And, you know, when I have 16 million or 17 million people when you add it up, it gives me a big advantage over people...

(CROSSTALK)

COOPER : Do you write all your own tweets?

D. TRUMP : I would say yes.

COOPER : And when somebody retweets from your account, you've retweeted?

D. TRUMP : I would say yes, other than if we release some information. I have some people, Dan, and some other people that will do it. But...

(CROSSTALK)

COOPER : Do you actually sit there and type or do you say something and somebody else types it?

D. TRUMP : During the day, I'm in the office, I just shout it out to one of the young ladies who are tremendous. I have tremendous office staff. And Meredith and some of the people that work for me. And I'll just shout it out, and
they'll do it. But during the evenings, after 7 o'clock or so, I will always do it by myself.

COOPER: Melania, do you ever want to say to him, "Put the mobile device down"?

M. TRUMP: (Inaudible)

COOPER: That, like, it's 2:00 a.m., and you're still tweeting.

M. TRUMP: Anderson, if he would only listen. I did many times. And I just say, OK, do whatever you want. He's an adult. He knows the consequences. And...

COOPER: Let's meet more voters. This is Andrew Mesuraca. He's a small-business owner who says he's leaning toward voting for you, Mr. Trump. He's got a question for Donald, Jr. Andrew?

QUESTION: Hi. You definitely got my vote.

D. TRUMP: Oh, good. That's good. That's good. Thank you.

QUESTION: I admire how you guys, you know, being in the public eye remain more grounded and became so successful. I compliment you, your father on that, and your mom, obviously. And my question is, when your parents were getting divorced, how did your father help you get through that?

D. TRUMP, JR.: Well, listen, I don't think it was an easy time. It was obviously a difficult time to go through for any young kid. I was 12 years old, so you're at that stage in life where you think you're a man but you're not quite. So, you know, it was certainly a difficult thing.

But I think throughout our lives, he's always been there. It's usually been on his terms. It wasn't a typical "let's go play catch in the backyard" sort of father/son relationship. But we always went to job sites with him. We'd be in his office playing with trucks as a 6-year-old while he's negotiating deals with presidents of major companies.

And so he always made himself available. I remember calling from school, and from boarding school, and from getting home from school when we were younger, and he'd pick up the phone and say, hey, Jack Welch is in the office. Say hi, Don. And I'm sitting there -- he would always take us.

So he was always so available. And I think because we were always present, and because we always were, you know, though on his terms, at job sites, it really instilled a work ethic and a value for the business that we're in that it just -- it's what we grew up in. It's what we understood. So when it came time to start
running the business and go in there, it was a very natural progression.

So I always joke that, you know, I've been working with the company for 38 years, because he set that up, and it was that work ethic and that foundation that he implanted that allows us to probably do what it is that we do today. So, you know, it's really all him.

COOPER: And, Eric, I saw an interview you gave -- I can't remember if it was a print interview or not -- where you said the divorce actually brought you closer to your siblings.

E. TRUMP: Yeah, I think that's right. I mean, Don is my best friend, Ivanka is my best friend. We're inseparable with Tiffany. I mean, we have an amazing relationship. This isn't contrived. I mean, we work together every day. We have offices right next to each other. We also vacation together. You know, Kai -- I mean, she comes -- she spends a weekend at my house. I mean, we watched "Frozen" together, right, Kai?

(UNKNOWN): She insisted on sitting on my lap because she got the shy gene, obviously.

E. TRUMP: Apparently.

COOPER: You know, we really -- we have a great time as a family. And, you know, I'd say the one thing that my father and mother did a great job at was actually protecting us from the media, really protecting us from the media during those times, and we grew up. And as we started getting a little bit of that iron shield, we became more visible. And now you see us by his side every single day. It's something that we love doing because we truly love the man to death. I mean, we really love our father and our whole family.

COOPER: I want to you to meet Scherie Murray. She's a mother from Queens who says she's currently undecided. She's got a question for Melania. Scherie?

QUESTION: Thank you. Mr. Trump, you have a beautiful family. I'm a mom, as well, my daughter, Shyla (ph), and I have two sons, Abel and Jace (ph). I wanted to know, what do you love the most about being a mom, Melania? And also, are you guys interested in having more kids?

M. TRUMP: Well, it's amazing every day. Our son is 10 years old, and everything is different. Every day, it's, you know, something special. And it's unconditional love, and I enjoy every day. I love being a mom, a very special time. And I'm at home and raising him, teaching him values and morals, and preparing him for adult life, because sooner or later, he will have wings to fly. And I will be always there for him, but he will be very independent and ready to go.
COOPER: Any more kids?

D. TRUMP: And we're not really thinking about more kids.

(LAUGHTER)

QUESTION: Thank you, Mr. Trump.

COOPER: Ivanka, my mom has been pressuring me to actually have kids. What's being a mom meant to you? What has it -- how has it changed you?

I. TRUMP: I think it's changed me in almost every capacity. I think it's made me a better person, a better wife. I think I'm much more empathetic. Once you start thinking about a bigger picture outside of yourself, which -- it's easy to be very self-centered when you're young and you're single, and obviously it started when I got married and I became a "we." And then having kids brings it to a whole different level. Putting them first and they become very much the center of your universe.

COOPER: That seems exhausting. I don't know.

I. TRUMP: It is -- and it's exhausting.

(UNKNOWN): It is.

I. TRUMP: But it's really -- it's the most amazing type of challenge that you really can't prepare yourself for but is so unbelievably rewarding. So I feel so fortunate. I have three children now under the age of four-and-a-half.

COOPER: Wow.

I. TRUMP: And it's exhausting, but it's the perfect kind of chaos.

COOPER: I want you to meet Joseph Cohen. He's a student at Columbia University. He says he's undecided. He's got a question for Ivanka. Joseph?

QUESTION: First, I wanted to congratulate you on the birth of your son.

I. TRUMP: Thank you.

QUESTION: I was wondering how your father reacted to your decision to convert to Judaism? What led you to that decision? And how did he react?

I. TRUMP: Well, it's such a personal decision. I tend not to talk about it in a public forum. But my father was very supportive. He knows me. He knows and he trusts my judgment. When I make decisions, I make them in a well-reasoned way. I don't rush into things.
So I appreciate the support he gave me, because obviously these decisions are not taken lightly. And it would have been much more hard if I had had headwinds, but he believes in me. He loves my husband. They're incredibly close, which I think was obviously helpful. And he has been very supportive of me in that decision, as in many others that I've taken throughout the years.

COOPER: Thanks for your question. This is Brittany Haller. She's a student at the Fashion Institute of Technology. She said she's undecided. She's got a question, basically, for all of the kids.

QUESTION: Hi. So how intimidating was it to introduce your significant others initially to your father?

D. TRUMP, JR: Well, I don't think that any of us necessarily got the shy gene. There's not a lot of shy in our family. So I think we're all pretty self-confident. So I think it made it relatively easy, but it was probably a unique experience for all of us.

But, you know, it's been just incredible now, as you know, always has been as a father, but even as a grandfather, because I have five kids of my own. And, you know, my wife is a stay-at-home mom, takes care of all five of them. And her job is a lot tougher than mine. It's harder -- you know, we have a pretty tough job, but it's amazing. And he's just so incredibly supportive of that, as well.

And just seeing him as a grandfather is, I mean, I wish something that people could see because it's just -- it is amazing. And it's a side of him you wouldn't see. It's not something we talk about all that often. But it's just incredible.

And, you know, watching him with Kai on the golf course or any other situation, it's just pretty amazing. So there may have been some intimidation initially but he trusts us pretty well.

I. TRUMP: I remember spying on the lunch that my husband and my father had in Trump Tower.

COOPER: How did you spy on them?

I. TRUMP: I was hiding around columns. Jared called. He came over. They went downstairs. There were having a beautiful lunch. There were tremendous amounts of hand gestures, I didn't know if this was good or bad.

But so I was -- you know, obviously when you love somebody so much, you hope that the people in your lives that you love love one another, so.
COOPER: Do you remember that?

I. TRUMP: High stakes.

D. TRUMP: I do remember that, very happy with Jared. He has been fantastic. All of them, you know, Eric did so well and Don did so well. And Tiffany is working on it.

And, Ivanka, we're so happy with the new members of the family, really. They've been fantastic.

COOPER: It has got to be intimidating, though, I mean, bringing or introducing somebody, or even considering that.

T. TRUMP: My father trusts us and our opinions. And Melania spent multiple dinners with my boyfriend now. And I think in the end, you know, we're independent people. And all he can do is just support us, and be a loving father, and really hope that we're taken care of as well.

D. TRUMP JR.: And if it's not good, the older brothers will get involved.

COOPER: Is that right? OK.

(CROSSTALK)

(LAUGHTER)

I. TRUMP: High school was rough for me in that regard.

D. TRUMP JR.: There may have been a couple instances.

COOPER: Is that right?

D. TRUMP JR.: One or two.

I. TRUMP: They're very protective.

COOPER: This is Joseph Kovac. He's from Staten Island. He says he's undecided, he's leaning toward you, Mr. Trump. He has got a question for Donald Jr. Joseph?

QUESTION: Well, first of all, Mr. Trump, I respect you tremendously as a businessman but more importantly as a father. And you've swayed me tonight, first of all.

D. TRUMP: Oh great, good, thank you.

QUESTION: Yes, definitely.

My question for you, Don, is, what have you learned as the greatest experience as a businessman from your father? And do you think sometimes tone is important and you get more with honey than vinegar so to speak?
D. TRUMP JR. : Well, I think without question. I mean, and, you know, what's interesting throughout this process everyone talks about that and tone, but there also comes a time where you actually have to put the hammer down, right?

There comes a time where being nice and trying to do all this stuff, when people are laughing at your face, you have to actually fight back. And that's what's so important about what he does. And he's not just going to go every time there's a little change in the winds, he's going to flip. That's not what he does.

He's going to fight for the American people. So tone is important. And I've seen him do that for the 38 years I've been working in the company, I've seen him do deals from all over world, different backgrounds, different ethnicities, different everything, different personalities.

And he's able to do that better than anyone. I mean, no one can be more endearing, more, you know, just -- he wins everyone over with that, when the time is right.

But we're at a stage in our country where I think we all believe that we really need some change, we need politicians who actually have real world experience, people who actually are going to work for the people.

You know, the biggest joke I see is all the politicians talking about how they're great public servants. They're serving themselves. He doesn't need this at this stage in his life. He has done everything he needed to do.

But he wants to give back to the country that has been so great to him, to the people who have been so loyal to him. It has given him so many opportunities, whether it be family, whether it be business.

And, you know, he wants to go through this brutal process to be able to give back. I mean, he is truly -- you know, it's incredibly selfless. And it's amazing to see. And I think it's resonating with the people.

(CROSSTALK)

COOPER : Is there a business lesson in particular that sticks out?

D. TRUMP JR. : Well, you know, honestly, there's so much. I mean, he is not the guy that sits you down on his knee and says, this is how you do business. You learn by watching. You learn the hard way oftentimes.

He'll let you make the mistake, and you'll pay for it. And he'll follow up on that.

(CROSSTALK)
D. TRUMP JR: He'll give you the autonomy also. He'll let you run with it even if he disagrees with you. You had better be right though because if you're not, you'll hear about it forever.

COOPER: This is Pax Hart. He's a software engineer who says he's leaning toward voting for you next Tuesday. His question is for Mr. Trump. Pax?

QUESTION: Hi. I just want to congratulate all of you for the success that you've had. And I'm definitely voting for you, Mr. Trump.

D. TRUMP: Thank you very much, appreciate it.

QUESTION: We know you lost your older brother from alcoholism at age 43, I lost an older sister from alcoholism at age 37. And I know what a -- you know, it's a life-changing event and you really have to take stock in your life.

D. TRUMP: Right.

QUESTION: My question is, how did you -- we've seen so many -- you know, the children of so many wealthy people who have -- you know, they've ended up being a mess. How did you interact with your kids -- how did you protect them, how did you instill a sense of personal responsibility with them? And what advice would you give for parents whose children may be struggling with addiction?

D. TRUMP: Well, it's such an important question and a great question. I had a brother who was a fantastic guy. I talked about this to Anderson once because you had some difficulty...

COOPER: Yes, my brother killed himself.

D. TRUMP: Right. Very similar nature. And my brother was this phenomenally handsome guy, great guy, just great in every way, the best personality, everything. But he started drinking and it became a real problem for him. And he used to tell me -- he was quite a bit older, he used to tell me, don't ever drink, and he would say, don't smoke. And in those days it wasn't the drug thing, it was really the alcohol thing much more so. Today you have to add the word drug.

And he would really -- you know, he knew he had a problem and he was one of my truly great teachers. My father and my brother. I say that all the time. My brother because of this and other things. But he would say, don't ever drink, don't ever drink.

And I've never had a drink, I mean, I've never had a glass of alcohol and yet I own the largest winery in the East Coast, it's a crazy thing, but that's OK.
But my brother was just so instrumental in probably shaping my life because I just don't know what the outcome would have been. And when my children were growing up, even when they didn't even know what drinking was, I'd say, no alcohol, no cigarettes, and no drugs.

And I'd always say it. I used to add cigarettes because, you know, I have friends that just can't take it. But I'd say, no alcohol, no drugs, no cigarettes.

And, you know, I think it had an impact. And I have so many friends where their children have this problem. And it's a tough world to start off with, but when you have that as an additional problem, the drugs or the alcohol, it's awfully tough to really do it.

So I just tell the parents, if you can, keep your children away from the drugs and the alcohol. And it's going to make their life so much easier. And, you know, you don't have that longing. I don't have any longing because I never drank. So I don't have a longing for drinking or for drugs or any of that stuff.

And I have other problems and we won't talk about them, OK, but the drugs and the alcohol, so important that your children just stay away from it.

COOPER: Was that something you remember distinctly growing up?

I. TRUMP: Absolutely. Every day of our life. Every morning. Don't drink, don't do drugs.

COOPER: Every morning?

D. TRUMP JR.: Every morning before school, without fail.

I. TRUMP: I mean, it was, we, young children it often was accompanied by one or us eye-rolling. But, you know, I think in retrospect as parents we see how much that was an important message.

D. TRUMP: She used to say, daddy, don't say that anymore, don't say that. But I just felt it was important because I've seen so many brilliant young children of wonderful parents destroyed because they drank or they took drugs.

COOPER: I want you to meet Diane Morgan. She's a teacher here in Manhattan who says she's supporting Governor Kasich. She has got a question for you, Mr. Trump.

QUESTION: Hello, Mr. Trump. Good evening. Thank you for answering my question.

I'm a mom of three, here in New York, Ethan, Jane, and Laura. And I'm wondering, what do you consider the two or three most important financial principles to teach your children or that you've taught your children?
D. TRUMP: Well, I've always said, and I make speeches on this, and they pay me a lot of money, and I give it to charities, and I'm so happy about it, and I love doing it, but I always say you have to love what you do. So important.

You can never, ever give up. I've seen so many people where they have talent and they have -- they're very smart. And I see it even in schools where I went to school, some of the people that weren't really as smart as other people are much more successful now because they were just more driven and they never, ever quit or gave up, and keep the momentum going.

But you have to love what you do. You know, if you're in a great business, real estate business has been a great business, but if my children like some other business that wasn't maybe as good a business but they just loved it, I would absolutely tell them to pursue that because you'll never be happy. You have to love what you do.

COOPER: I want to ask just in closing to each of the kids, and I hate to call you kids, but it makes me feel younger.

(LAUGHTER)

D. TRUMP JR.: I'm glad to help.

COOPER: Just what's -- is there something you have learned about your dad in the course of this campaign that you didn't know or that you -- I don't know, yes, that you didn't know?

D. TRUMP JR.: I think it's an amazing question because we've seen so much. But, I mean, just, the perseverance. I mean, we always knew it was there, that has always been there.

But I mean, you know, going into something as a freshman politician and being the star of the Super Bowl right now, it's pretty incredible. And I think it's not so much I learned anything new, it just reinforced what I already knew about him is just being just the hardest-working guy I've ever seen.

I mean, it's just the drive, the work ethic that we've seen our whole lives has just been reinforced at this stage in his life. After every that he has done, to keep doing this and want to do this for the country, it's really amazing, it's really special.

E. TRUMP: I would say passion. It's amazing. He came into this race with so much passion. I mean, he put everything into it. Kids, take on the company, go run the company, do what you guys have done so well, I'm going to go do this. I'm going to go do this for the country.

And he puts so much passion into it. And his whole career, I've seen him do that, whether it be building the greatest buildings in New York, building the best golf
portfolio in the world, building one of great hotel portfolios in the world, you know, "The Apprentice," now running for president.

And he really has just an unbelievable ability to turn things into gold. And it's really largely due to the passion, you just spoke about it. But it's a passion that makes him so successful at what he does.

T. TRUMP: I mean, he never gives up. He works harder and harder. And through this process, I've learned that he's able to balance everything that he's doing on the campaign trail with his business and also taking care of us and being such an amazing father. And I think having, you know, those two qualities and us receiving so much love from him, even when he's so busy, is just -- it's an amazing quality to have.

I. TRUMP: I think one of the things I've always been most inspired by in observing my father is the way that he really inspires others, the way -- at our company, at the Trump Organization, he will set a very aggressive, a very bold vision, and then really help people find it, help people both unearth their own potential, and also work together to achieving the vision that he's charted for the company.

And I think watching him on this platform also set an unbelievably bold vision, also really spearheads the conversation, and really, whether you agree with the platform or disagree with his policies on certain issues, the reality is, he is guiding the conversation on both sides of the aisle. He's really setting the agenda and he's really charting the course of what's been discussed for the past 10 months. And that's what leadership is. So it's been unbelievable for me to see the way he's inspired the tens of thousands of employees at the Trump Organization, really transcend that, and how he's doing that across this country, and it's really remarkable.

COOPER: Melania, is there something you've learned about him that you maybe didn't know?

M. TRUMP: Well, I knew, you know, his drive, and I'm with him almost every day, and it's like I go through the good, bad, and the ugly stuff. And, you know, we're going through it, and he's strong, he's passionate, he's smart, he's tough, and he's handling fantastic, and -- because he's passionate about the country.

COOPER: Mr. Trump, is there something you didn't know about yourself that you've learned in the race?

D. TRUMP: Well, I think something was reinforced tonight. You know, I've known the most successful people in the world, many of them are very unhappy people, many of them you know, but many are very unhappy people. And I've always said the most important thing is having a great family. The family is more important.
And, you know, to me the most successful people have always been -- the people that seem to be the happiest are people with a great family. And, you know, you can see I have a wonderful family, and it's been very important to me. I think it's been a real stabilizing factor. I don't think I would have had the kind of success I've had without my family.

COOPER: Is business life tougher or political life?

D. TRUMP: Well, I think that political life is more dishonest. I mean, I find the people in politics to be far more dishonest than pretty dishonest businesspeople, you want to know the truth. I deal with some pretty tough customers. I think the businesspeople are tougher. I think the businesspeople that -- I mean, I know them all. We'll use some of these tough people to renegotiate our trade deals, folks. Believe me. I know the good ones, and I know the bad ones, and I know the overrated ones, and I know the ones that are the best of all that nobody ever heard of. But we will use the best. We don't use the best right now. But I will say this. I think that businesspeople are tougher, but I think the politicians are more deceptive.

COOPER: Final question. Do you really believe you're going to get to 1,237? Or in your heart do you believe this is going to end up being an open convention?

D. TRUMP: I think I'll get to 1,237. I think we're -- you know, we're going to do very well in New York. And as I said before, some of the states around that we're going to be in next. I think we should do really well in California. I think we'll get to the 1,237.

Look, this has been an amazing process. And, you know, again, I said at the beginning, But I'll say it again, I'm spending my own money. And I understand politicians; I understand what motivates them. The thing that motivates them are special interests and their lobbyists. And they won't do the right thing. The people that are really getting them are the people that give them money.

And by my not taking money from all of these special interests, I'm going to be able to do the right thing for the people. They do so many bad deals and people think, oh, why are they so stupid? They're not stupid. They're doing it because they're told to do it by the people that give them money.

That's why, whether it's Ted Cruz or others, I mean, I will tell you, they're not going to do the right thing for the country. And it just is the way politics works. And nobody knows the system better than I do.

COOPER: And you know, though, how politics works. At the convention, if you don't make it in the first round of
voting, a lot of those delegates who have to vote for you in the first round, they're free to go elsewhere.

D. TRUMP: Well, I'm not an establishment...

COOPER: Are you ready for that?

D. TRUMP: Sure, I'm ready for it. Look, my life would be a lot easier. I have some wonderful things. My life would be a lot easier. I just want to do something. The country -- as my children have said, the country has been great to me and I want to give back. And, you know, if people want me to do that, I think I'll do a fantastic job for them and we'll bring the country back. And we'll save Social Security and we'll save Medicare. All this -- I mean, our country is in such trouble. People don't realize what trouble. We're sitting on a bubble. Our country is in tremendous trouble. So I think I'd do a really good job.

COOPER: I want to thank Donald Trump and his entire family. Thank you all. Melanie, thank you very much. Special thanks for the voters who asked such good questions tonight. Tomorrow night, Ted Cruz and his family. Until then, thanks for watching. Time now for "CNN Tonight" and Don Lemon.